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SUMMARY

Within the framework of this research project there were examined the

heat transfer ranges, as they occur during the high pressure phase of

a LOCA with intermediate and large breaks. Special attention was given

to the phenomena important for the prediction of the highest clad tube

temperatures of the maximum and minimum critical heat flux and to the

steam-droplets cooling. The experimental results of the 25-rod bundle

tests, conducted at the KWU facility in Karistein, were used as a data-

base for the verification of the assembled models and correlations.

The values of the heat flux and of the heat transfer coefficients, ob-

tained from these measurements, were used for the comparison with the

calculated results and allowed the evaluation of the used correlations

and models. The local values of the important thermal and fluid dynamic

parameters, required for this comparison, were calculated with the aid

of the computer code BRUDI-VA. -In particular, the following correlations

were evaluated on hand of these experimental results:

Maximum critical heat flux:

- W-3 correlation

- B-W-2 correlation

- Macbeth correlation
- Zuber-Griffith correlation

- Biasi correlation

- CISE correlation

- Slifer-GE correlation

- Smalin correlation

- Tong correlation

- Thorgenson correlation

- Monde-Katto correlation

Minimum heat flux:

- Berenson modification of the Zuber correlation
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Minimum temperature difference in case of rewetting:

- Berenson correlatio'n

- Henry correlation

- Ilceje correlation

Correlations for the calculations of the heat transfer coefficients in the

sphere of steam-droplets cooling:

- modified Dougall-Rohsenow correlation

- Groeneveld-5.7 correlation

- Condie-Bengston-IV correlation

- Groeneveld-Delorme correlation

- Chen-Ozkaynak-Sunderam correlation

The verification of the correlations for the calculations of the maximum
critical heat flux made apparent the limitation of the spheres of applica-
tion of the individual correlations and showed, that none of these correla-

tions can be recommended for the entire range of the test parameters for

a safe prediction of the DNB moment and location. The verification of

the correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients

after the exceeding of the maximum critical heat flux showed, that these

correlations also lead only in certain ranges of the test parameters to

a good consistency between the measurement and the calculated results.

The use of the chosen correlations for the calculation of the minimum

temperature difference between wall and coolant and the minimum critical

heat flux showed, that none of these correlations, at least in the para-

meter combinations that resulted from the 25-rod bundle tests, can be used

for the prediction of the rewetting phenomenon.

On hand of the results of the verification of the correlations for the

calculation of the heat transfer coefficients in the case of steam-droplets
cooling there was developed a new "two components correlation." The
application of this correlation within the entire range of the test

parameters of the 25-rod bundle measurements (pressure 2 to 12 MPa,

mass flow density 300 to 1400 kg/m'.s, steam quality 0.3 to 1, and wall

temperature 300 to 700'C) led to a very good consistency between measure-

ment and calculated results.
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ABSTRACT

The general purpose of this project was the- investigation of the heat trans-
fer regimes during the high pressure portion of blowdown. The main at-
tention has been focussed on the evaluation of those phenomena which are
most important in reactor safety, such as maximum and minimum critical
heat flux and forced convection film boiling heat transfer. The experimen-
tal results of the 2S-rad bundle blowdown heat transfer tests, which were
performed at the KWU heat transfer test facility in Karistein, were used
as a database for the verification of different correlations which are used
or were developed for the analysis of reactor safety problems. The compu-
ter code BRUDI-VA was used for the calculation of local values of Impor-
tant thermohydraulic parameters in the bundle.

In particular the following correlations have been evaluated in this study:

Maximum critical heat flux:

-W-3 correlation

-B-W-2 correlation

-Macbeth correlation

-Zuber-GriffIth correlation
-Biasi correlation
-CISE correlation

- Slifer-GE correlation
- Smolin correlation

- ng correlation
- Thorgerson correlation

- Monde-Katto correlation

Minimum critical heat flux and minimum film boiling temperature:

- Berenson modification of the Zuber correlation
- Berenson correlation
- Henry correlation
- lioeje correlation

Heat transfer coefficients in flow film boiling:

- modified Dougal l-Rohsenow correlation
- Groeneveld-5.7 correlation
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- Candie-Bengston-lV correlation
- Groeneveld-Delorme correlation
- Chen -Ozkayna k-Sundaram correlation.

The evaluation of correlations for the prediction of critical heat flux, film

boiling heat transfer coefficients and minimum film boiling temperature
showed that none of the correlations should be used over the entire range

of test parameters investigated.

Using results of this investigations a new equilibrium correlation for the cal-
culat!on of forced film boiling heat transfer coefficients has been developed.

This correlation is shown to agree well. with the experimental data over the
following range of testparameter: Mass flow rate 300 to 1400 kg/M 2 .s, pres-

sure 2 to 12 MPa and quality 0.3 to 1.0.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the safety analyses of light water reactors there are examined hypothetical

LOCA cases. Depending on the size and the position of the assumed breaks,

the important thermal and fluid dynamic parameters, such as pressure, mass

flow and enthalpy in the primary loop, undergo more or less quick changes

compared with the conditions under normal operation. The therefrom resulting

reduction of the core mass flow can lead to~a so-called exceeding of the

maximum critical heat flux (KHB) [CHF] at the fuel rods and to a high increase

of the clad tube temperatures. Thus, an accurate knowledge of the heat

transfer conditions under high pressure and mass flow transients is one

of the most important prerequisites for a correct prediction of the

process of the clad tube temperatures in the case of LOCA. Therein, of

decisive influence upon the process of the clad tube temperatures are the

moment of the exceeding of the maximum critical heat flux and the magnitude

of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) in the subsequent phase of film

boiling and steam-droplets cooling. For the clarification of these problems,

intermittently controlled tests with a 25-rod bundle with PWR geometry were

conducted in the KWU facility, within the framework of the German emergency

cooling program. The task of this research project was the analytical

examination of the heat transfer conditions under considerable pressure and

mass flow transients and under high pressure.
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2. FOUNDATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The heat transfer conditions and the thereto belonging configurations of flow,

as they occur in the case of LOCA with intermediate and large breaks in

the central respectively hot channel of a pressurized water reactor core

are schematically represented in Fig. 1 resp. Fig. 2. Hereafter, are

discussed and explained the heat transfer and flow conditions in each of

the regions.

Steam flow

P: Steamn-droplets cooling
Steam-dropl ets flow

Annular flow with

steam-dropl ets flow
C3 C Nlucleate boiling

biubbles flow C1

8 Subcooled nucleate boiling

Water flow
Forced convection

A (water)

Fig. 1: Heat transfer and flow configurations with intermediate heat flux
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Steam flow

Steam

droplets flow

Inverse
annular flow

* 4

0 .**.

* 0
o *.~ .~

* . 6.

,*~ 0

o~.

4,
/

~;~ Al
I :/~,

G Forced convection
(steam)

F Steam-droplets cooling

E Film boiling

0 Transfer (DNB)

Slug flow C 2

Bubbles flow C 1
C Nucleate boiling

"-'4;,
Subcooled nucleate boiling

Water flow A Forced convection
(water)

Fig. 2: Heat transfer and flow configurations with high heat flux

2.1 Forced convection with water as coolant (Region A, Fig. 1, 2)

This type of heat transfer occurs in steady-state operating conditions and

in the first, subcooled phase of LOCA in the greatest part of the reactor

core. The thereto belonging configuration of flow is the single-phase,

fully developed, turbulent flow.
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2.2 Subcooled nucleate boiling (region B, Fig. 1, 2)

The mean water temperature in this region lies only a little below the

saturation temperature. Bubbles are formed on the wall if the wall

temperature presents a certain increase above the saturation temperature.

Due to the actio n of the flux, the bubbles are broken off the wall and

condense in the subcooled region of the flow. Because of the movement of

the bubbles in the center of the flow there occurs the destruction of the

laminar boundary layer and in increased mass transfer in the layers in

the proximity of the wall takes place. This leads to a significant

improvement of the heat transfer between wall and coolant. Also, in this

case, the flow is fully turbulent, but partially with a destroyed boundary

1laye r.

2.3 Nucleate boiling (region C, Fig. 1, 2)

When the saturation tCemperature reaches over the entire flow cross-section,

the bubbles that are broken off the wall spread into the flow, do not con-

dense any longer and the average enthalpy lies now above the boundary

value of x = 0. Due to the velocity distribution, the constantly

originating bubbles on the wall are conveyed to the center of the flow,

they coalesce and displace the water into the less accelerated layers near

the wall. The heat transfer between wall and coolant is also very effective

in this region and amounts to only a few dc-grees Kelvin. The configura-

tions of flow inherent to this heat transfer can appear to be quite dif-

ferent and range from a bubble flow (region Cl), through a slug flow

(region C2, Fig. 2), to the annular flow with steam-droplets cooling

in the center (region 03, Fig.).

2.4 Transfer from nucleate boiling to film boiling, resp. steam-droplets

flow (the first heat transfer crisis)

2.4.1 Transfer from nucleate boilin2_to film boilinS (region D, Fig. 2)

The transfer from nucleate boiling to the film boiling is characterized by

a high heat flux density and a low steam content. When the steam production

4



at nuclear boiling reaches a determined limit because of the high heat

flux density, the water is displaced from the wall and the heat is trans-

fered to the water only through the conduction-in the thin steam layer.

The sudden reduction of the heat transfer coefficient (WUK) brings about

a steep increase of the wall temperature. This type of transfer from

nuclear boiling to film boiling is hence called "Departure from Nucleate

Boiling - DNB." Characteristic for this heat transfer crisis is the

change of configuration of flow of bubbles and slug flow to the inverse

annular flow (region D, Fig. 1, 2).

2.4.2 Transfer from nucleate boilin2 t ta-r~ t oln

(region D, Fig. 1)

As shown in Fig. 1, in this transfer there exist completely different con-

ditions in the flow channel as in the above described transfer from nucleate

boiling to film boiling. In this case, the heated wall is covered only

with a thin film of water from which are broken off individual droplets

because of the great velocity difference between steam nucleus and water

film. Thus, in the center there is created a steam-droplets flow, also

called mist flow; Due to the constant evaporating of the water film, it

becomes always thinner downward the flow until it fully evaporates at the

end of this region. After the drying of the water film, the heat transfer

coefficient (WUK) does suddenly decrease also in this case, and the wall
temperature increases rapidly. This transfer from nucleate boiling to

the steam-droplets cooling is called "dry-out" in the literature and

also henceforth. The configuration of flow changes from an annular

flow to steam-droplets cooling.

2.5 Film boiling (region E, Fig. 2)

Film, boiling is a heat transfer process which can chiefly occur at boiling

in the pool with a heated wall. In the case of a formed flow, the pure

film boiling could be observed locally limited only with a high heat flux

density. During a transient process with quickly dropping pressure, this

heat transfer range is also limited in time.
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2.6 Steam-droplets cooling (region F, Fig. 1, 2)

The heat transfer conditions and the magnitude of the heat transfer coef-

ficient (WUK) in this region are of decisive influence on the process of

the clad tube temperatures after an exceeding of the maximum critical

heat flux. The analytical examination of the heat transfer in a steam-

droplets flow (liquid deficient region) was one of the main t asks of this

research project and it is dealt with in details in Chapters 9 and 11.

2.7 Transfer from film boiling, resp. steam-droplets cooling, to

nucleate boiling (the second heat transfer crisis)

In the new intermittent examinations with reactor LOCA-like conditions,

there was not only observed the first heat tran 'sfer crisis (DNB, dry-out)

but also the second one, the transfer from steam-droplets cooling or film
boiling to nucleate boiling. This process -described as "Return to

Nucleate Boiling (RNB)" in the literature -is thoroughly investigated

in Chapter 10.

2.8 Forced steam convection (region G, Fig. 1, 2)

If even the last droplets evaporate in the center of the flow because of

the constant addition of heat and the pressure relief, the steam~is super-

heated with a constant addition of heat. The inherent configuration of

flow in this region is, in most of the cases, the fully developed turbulent

steam flux.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The experimental investigation of the intermittent heat transfer conditions
during reactor LOCA-like transients was conducted in the KWU facility within
the framework of the research project RS-37C, sponsored by the BMFT (Federal
Minister for Technology). The purpose of the controlled 25-rod bundle
tests was the experimental determination of the heat transfer coefficient
(WUK) in the region of the film boiling and of the steam-droplets cooling,
and the investigation of various parameters on the magnitude of the maximum
critical heat flux.

3.1 The -test device

Figure 3 shows a schematic representation of the testing device.

Safety disk val ves
P~f (time) heat

25s-rod bundle
3.8 m

water

G;=f (time)

steam

G~f (time

Fiq. 3: Schematic representation
of the measuring section

Fig. 4: Heating conductor geometry
and power distribution
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..--- -'The most important element of the testing device is the measuring section

with the electrically heated 25-rod bundle. The axial power distribution

of the five-stage, direct-heated heating conductor is shown in Fig. 4.

The measuring section is designed for a maximum pressure of 16 MPa. The

inlet mass flow and the inlet enthalpy were controlled by means of the

valves in the main steam pipe and in the water pipe. At the outlet of

the measuring section are installed two quick-controllable valves and a

safety disk, with the aid of which the desired pressure distribution is

repoduced. The desired heating capacity, adjustable in time, of maximum

5 MW was generated in the thereto belonging direct current plant. A

detailed description of the testing device is contained in /1 and 2/.

3.2 Instrumentation

The following parameters were measured in each conducted test.

377(cm)

_________________327

00000'
00000 225

00000'3
00-0004 IS

A 6 C 0 E u

Beginning of heated
length

Fig. 5: Position of the thermocouple elements in the bundle
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- absolute pressure at the measuring section inlet and outlet

- pressure diffe -rence between inlet and outlet

- coolant-temperature at the inlet and outlet

- water and steam mass flows in the inlet pipes

- electrical current and voltage

- 8 temperatures in the measuring section wall

- 80 heating conductor wall temperatures at several positions in the

rod (Fig. 5).

3.3 Test program

Due to reasons of technical testing nature, the tests were divided into two

testing groups, the so-called "DNB tests" and the so-called "post-DNB tests."

3.3.1 DNB tests

The main purpose of the DNB tests was that of furnishing information about
the influence of the various test parameters upon the DNB delay times and

upon the value of the heat transfer coefficient (WUK) immediately after

the occurrence of the DNB. The test runs, compiled in Table 1, were set

up in connection with the LOCAS between the reactor pressure vessel and

the steam generator. In view of the importance of the hot channel for'the

safe technical investigation, all of the DNB test runs were conducted

with a heating capacity similar to that of the hot channel. But since all

25 rods had to be equally heated in order to be able to reproduce also the

other thermal and fluid dynamic conditions that appear in the hot channel

of a pressurized water reactor, the following parameter variations had

to be carried out:.

a) Bundle inlet enthalpy and initial mass flow as in the reactor, the
outlet enthalpy higher (DNBI, DNB2, DNB3)

b) Bundle outlet enthalpy and initial mass flow as in the reactor,

the inlet enthalpy lower (DNB4, DNB5, DNB6)

c) Rod inlet and outlet enthalpy as in the reactor, the mass flow

higher (DNB7, DNB8, DNB9).
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In the post-'DNB phase, the inlet mass flow was reduced for each of the

three types a), b) resp. c) to three different levels (G/G STAT = 0.45;
G/GSA= 0.3; and G/GTA=0.) In order to investigate the influence

of the pressure drop after the beginfii ng of the blowdown upon the DNB delay

times, two test runs w ere condu cted with a lower pressure drop time of

0.7 (DNB1O) resp. 1.2 s (DNB11). The typical time behaviors of the pressure,

of the heating capacity and of the inlet mass flow are represented in

Fig. 5.

Table 1; Variation of the test parameters of the DNB tests

Test

ON B-i
ON 8-2
ON 8-3
ON 8-4
ON B-5
ON B-S
ON 8-7
DNS-8
ON 8-9
ONS8-10
ON B-11

Initial mass
flow density

kg/M2 -S

3300.
3300.
3300.
3300.
3300.
3300.
3828.
3828.
3828.
3300.
3300.

Mass flow density
in the post DNB

region
kg/M2.S

1419.
957.
660.

1450.
990.
660.

1378.
937.
689.
660.
600.

Inlet enthalov

kJ/kg

1284.
1284.
1284.
1233.
1233.
1233.
1284.
1284.
1284.
1233.
1233.

'~15000.

S.-

3300

~21650
4-

CA

(1

4.5 9. 13.5 18.
time (s)

0 4.5 9 13.5 18

time (s)

Fig. 6: Typical processes of the test'parameters of the DNB tests
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3.3.2 Post DNB tests

The purpose of these tests~wa§ the experimental determination of the heat

exchange coefficient in the region of the steam-droplets cooling with dif-
ferent mass flows and pressure transients. The test runs, compiled in

Table 2, were set up in connection with the accident conditions with various

leak cross-sections (0.25F to 2F). The inlet mass flow of this test series,

maintain constant during a test run, was varied between the values G/GSTAT=
0.4 and G/GTT 0.3 The blowdown time, determining the pressure

gradient during a test, amounted to 15, 25, 50 resp. 150 s. The bundle

inlet enthalpy remains constant during a test and was varied between 1.086-10'

and 1.55-10' kJ/kg. Figure 7 shows typical time processes of the two
controlled test parameters.

Table 2: Variation of the test parameters of the post DNB tests

Test Inlet Mass Maximum Pressure
enthalpy flow heat flux relief

density density period
kJlkg kg/M2S W/CM2  s

PD 1 1247. 1254. 162. 21.
PD 3 1086. 248. 113. 23.7
PD 5 1238. 858. 121. 29.
PD 7 1086. 248. 113. 29.
PD 8 1519. -157. 74. 35.
PD 9 1519. 165. 78. 29.
PD 10 1466. 91. 74. 32.5
PO 11 1295. 319. 112. 51.
PD 14 1461. 91. 74. 150.

0.

I

S2-

20 4
time (s)

204
time (s)

Fig. 7: Typical processes of the test parameters of the post DNB tests
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4. CALCULATION OF THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FROM THE TEST DATA

AND THE EVALUATION OF-THE RESULTS

4.1 Calculation of the heat transfer coefficients from the test data

The task of the KWU Co. in Erlangen was the determination of the heat trans-

fer coefficients from the measured time processes of the heating conductor

wall temperature, the heating capacity and the pressure at the outlet.

More detailed information about the inverse heat conduction program, used

for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients, and several examples

of the results are contained in /3/.

4.2 Compilation of the important parameters obtained from the test

From the tracings of the test results there were taken the required parameters

and made possible for the direct access of a sorting program in the form of

data records. The following data records were established:

a) Test data of the DNB, resp. dry-out moment

For the rods-B2, D3, D4, D2, 03, and 04 the below data were established

from the tracings of the 11 DNB tests and the 21 post DNB tests:

- height of the measuring point

- DNB, resp. dry-out moment

- electrical power

- heat flux

- pressure

These values were established for the first and, as the case may be,

also for the second DNB, resp. dry-out, moment.

b) Test data for the RNB moment

For the rods B2, B3, B4, C3, C4,- 02, 03, and D4 the following values

were determined for the tests in which occurred RNB, and incorporated

into the RNB data records:

- height of the m easuring point

- RNB moment

- wall temperature

- saturation temperature

- pressure

12



- electrical power
- heat flux immediately prior to RNB

- heat transfer coefficient -

The data from these data records can be interpolated and expressed at will in

respect to each other.

By using a special plotting program there can be represented the dependence

of any pairs of values from these data records in the form of printer plots.

As example, there is shown in Fig. 8 the correlation of the temperature

difference between wall and saturation temperature and the electric power.

These data records were subsequently expanded with the mathematically

ascertained values of the mass flow and the steam content at the DNB, dry-out

and RND moment.

This data collection contains at present 624 parameter combinations for DNB,

resp. dry-out, conditions and more than 400 parameter combinations for

the conditions with RNB.

The description of the individual programs and of the input data is contained

in /4/.
DT =F(GE) FOR ALL TESTS (2.5 to 3.27 M)

---------- ------------------- I ----------- 4-------- ----------. 4

A co .. _3

2+0* -- -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - - . ---- -- - - -- --- -- -- -- --

2010..

Fi 8:.Creaino h eprtredfeec.ihrwt~n n

ofr the. eletrcpwe
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5. CALCULATION OF THE LOCAL THERMAL AND FLUID DYNAMIC PARAMETERS-*

The local values of the thermal and fluid dynamic parameters required for

the evaluation, not measured in the experimental investigation, were cal-

culated in the supplementary analysis of the tests with the aid of the

computer code BRUDI-VA.

5.1 The computer code BRUDI-VA

The computer code is a substantially modified version of the blowdown code

BRUCH-D /5, 6/ and was developed for the evaluation of the 25-rod bundle

tests. This computer program is based on a so-called homogenous point of

equilibrium model.

5.1.1 Basic eguations of the homoqenou s point of equil ibrium model

Starting from the one-dimensional formulation of the conservation theorems

for mass and energy and-the equation of condition, the following differential

set of equations can be differentiated for the homogenous point of equilibrium

model

P [-M(h+ -) (G-h)A + (G-h)E + Q]/fM( + v) (2)

with e av andc~ & (

C (p/2 W2 .F), -n. (p/2 W3), -F and g-p-w-sin~b-F are disregarded)
at z at'

Through the integration of the theorem of conservation of momentum between the

points i and i+1 of the flow path with constant time, the equation for G is

derived

14



i+1 da -G f . - [Pi- P1+1-g-p(H.~1-H.)-K'G- IGI (4)

(with ommission of 2_ (W2~ 4 -W2 .)
2 i1 i

The still unknown values of K, resp. Q, are determined with the aid of cor-
relations for the calculation of the two-phase pressure loss, respectively

with the aid of a heat conduction and heat transfer model.

5.1.2. Calculation of the two-pha se_2ressure loss

For the calculation of the pressure loss coefficient in the region of the

two-phase flow there was used the Martinelli model. The compariso~n between

the measured and the calculated pressure difference between measuring

section inlet and outlet (Figures 9 and 10) shows a good consistency between

measurement and calculation.

s:;!v- ce 7- Pressure diff. =.-j V = = 9 ,. . rNIE Pressure difference

S-
as

Q)i
U
r_

CLe

W-

S_

a)

4-.

4-',

V)

a, -

5-U
S_

CL

Hieasurernent
- Calculation

:.-~~ * C a.d11 8.-^3 2 2.g ~ ':

time '

Fig. 9: Pressure difference along
the mjeasurinq 'section Test
DNB-2

Fig. 10: Pressure difference alonq

the measuring section Test DPIB-9
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5.1.3 Heat conduction model

The fuel rod model implemented in the-computer code BRUCH-D did not allow th'6

simulation of the heat production by means of electric current in the heat

conductor wall. Therefore, for the evaluation of the 25-rod bundle tests

there was developed a heat conductor model. The following hypotheses were

taken for the specifications of the model describing the intermittent heat

conduction:

- The axial heat conduction was neglected,

- The heat is conducted only on the external wall,

- The heat is produced only in the heat conductor wall and calculated with the

aid of the Lenz-Joule law from the current and the specific resistance,

- The temperature dependence of the values of p, Cp, y and Rp was-taken

into consideration.

- The wall thickness remains constant within a heat conductor segment.

The heat conductor model was technically designed for the program in such a

manner, that the number of the radial layers for each of the heat conductor

segments can chosen at will.

5.1.4 Heat transfer model

The examination of the heat transfer conditions in the high pressure phase

during LOCA was the task of this research project and it is dealt with in

details in the below chapters.

5.2 Calculation of the chosen tests and determination of the local thermal

and fluid dynamic parameters at the DNB, dry-out and RND moment

The purpose of the calculation of the chosen experiments was the determination

of the local values of the mass flow and of the steam content in the bundle

from the boundary conditions that had been measured-or had been determined

from the.-measurements. The followinq parameters were given as boundary

conditions for the individual computer runs:
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- Geometry and pressure loss coefficients

- Inlet mass weight rate of flow

- Inlet enthalpy

- Pressure at the measuring section outlet
- Heat flux

The calculated values of the mass flow and steam content at the DNB, resp.

dry-out, moment are contained in Attachment 1. In Attachment 2 are compiled

the important parameters at the RNB moment.

These computer runs were concomitantly used for the verification of the heat

conductor model and of the Martinell-Nelson model for the calculation of

the two-phase pressure loss.

The slight deviations between the measured and the calculated temperature

are caused by the necessary flattening of the heat flux curves (Fig. 11).

The consistency of the time slopes of the pressure difference along the

measuring section can be described as good (Fig. 9 and 10). A detailed

information about the calculation of the 25-rod bundle tests is contained

in /7/ and /8/.

SRUDI VA DNS 9 HB given

4-3

S-

.4-)

9-] -calculation

time (s)Y~

Fig. 11: Comparison between the measured and the

calculated wall temperatures - test DNB-9
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6. COMPILATION AND COMPARISON OF THE CORRELATIONS FOR THE CALCULATION

OF THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN THE REGION OF THE FORCED CON-

VECTION WITH ONE-PHASE COOLANT

6 .1 Forced water convection

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) with fully developed

turbulent flow there were chosen two correlations, well established on hand

of test results:

a) Dittus-Boelter correlation /9/

a =0.023Re0.8 Pr0.4

wih Re-G*D and Pr = Alfcr
'ff

The physical characteristics are calculated with the mean temperature

between wall and coolant.

Region of validity: 5000 ;9 Re ;9 7l10

0.7 ;1 Pr 9 100

b) Sieder-Tate correlation /10/

002Re0.8 0.33 rif 0.14

a003*~*Rf *Prf if;) (6).

The reference temperature for the physical characteristics is the

water temperature n* is calculated with the wall temperature [sic].

Region of validity: 2300 ;S Re 9 106

0.6 9 Pr -%70

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) with laminar

flow there was used the Sieder-Tate correlation

18



- Sieder-Tate correlation for laminar flow /10/

a =1.86 - (R - 0r-) .(-.14D (R * P (7)

The physical characteristics are calculated with the coolant temperature.

For n*is used the wall temperature.

*Region of validity: Re ;S 2300
Pr %1

6.2 Forced steam convection

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients with turbulent flow

there were chosen the following correlations:

- Dittus-Boelter equation /9/

0.03 d *Re0.8 0.4
0O 3 .~Rd Pr d (8)

with Re d =G*D and Ord = %dCPd

The physical characteristics are calculated with the mean temperature

between wall and coolant.

Region of Validity: SOCO :i Re ;1 7-10~
0.7 9 Pr ;S 100

- McEligot correlation /11/

a =0. 021 - d 0.8 0.4 T d 0.5
*- D Re4d .Prd f- (....)

W
(9)

The physical characteristics are

between wall and steam.

calculated with the mean temperature
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Region of validity:140 R 4.*O1450 S Re S 4.5-10 4

The heat transfer coefficients in the region of the laminar steam flow were

calculated with the aid of the Hausen correlation.

-Hausen correlation for laminar steam flow/12/

a =~.s . d Td 0.23 10

Xd is calculated with the mean temperature between wall and steam.

Region of validity: Re 1 2300

6.3 Comparison of the correlations

The values of the heat transfer coefficients, as calculated with these cor-

relations for typical parameter combinations in loss-of-coolant accidents,

are shown in Attachment 3 and compared with each other. An examination of

these correlations within a wider parameter scope is contained in /13/..
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7. COMPILATION AND COMPARISON OF THE CORRELATIONS FOR THE CALCULATION

OF THE HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS (WUK) OF THE SUBCOOLED AND

SATURATED NUCLEATE BOILING

7.1 Calculation of the necessary temperature difference for bubbles

formation with subcooled fluid

For the calcu lation of the temperature difference between the wall and

saturation temperatures, necessary for the formation of bubbles, there

were chosen two empirical equations.

- Jens-Lottes equation /14/

A~s= 7.9 -(q.10-4) 0 25 - eA (11)

A =- 66.205.106

Region of validity: P :9 14 MPa'
q S 11 .10 6 WV/M

G 9 10000 kg/m2-s

- Thom equation /15/

AT bs = 2.2.5 .(q.10-4)1- -e A
(12)

A= p
8. 687 .106

Region of validity: 5 MWa 5 P :5 14 MWa

q 5 6-1 W/m2

1000 1 G 5 3800 kg/mZ.s

7.2 Calculation of the heat transfer coefficients in the region of the

subcooled nucleate boiling

For the calculation of the heat flux there was used the modified Chen cor-

relation.
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- Modified Chen correlation /16/

q rMc(T -VT)f+ aMc . T -Tsa) (13)

'If 0.3 0.4
with a Mac =0.023 * _D Reg f Pr f (14)

and amic. 0.00122-C- )aTO 24 '.P 0.3,S (15)

wheei A X0.79 0.45 0.49

0.5 0.29 0.24.02
B =a - ah e

and s = eff 0. 99 co seCatr73and S C -~~~- ) - suppression faco (seCatr73

This correlation was verified by Butterworth based on experiments with water

and butyl alcohol and it led to a good consistency between the calculated and

the measured values. However, the exact region of validity was not given

in /16/.

7.3 Calculation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) in the region of

nucleate boing

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) during nucleate

boiling there were used the Chen and Schrock-Grossmann correlations.

a) Chen correlation /17/

a =a Mi . C a (16)

Af 0.8 0.4
mac =0.023 - :1 Ref Pr~ o F (17)

with F = Re~ 0.

%c=0.00122 LT 0.2 T *AP 0.SS (18)
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A X0.79 0.45 0.49Af Cpf -Pf

0.5 0.29 0.24. 0.24

The curves of F and S are shown in Fig. 12 resp. Fig. 13.

Region of validity: o < x < 0.7

70 < G < 8000 kg/M2 .s
40. < q < 2.40 W/CM2

b) Schrock-Grossmann correlation /18/

a2.5 * 1 0.752. C-I) . CItt0

= 0.023 f .[D-G 0.8 0.4

1 -- X- 50 -9 P 0 S 'i, 0.
x 1x x ' 'I , (Ifd

(19)

(20)

(21)

Region of validity: x > 0. 02

7.4 Comparison of the correlations

The values of ATBS and of the heat transfer coefficients for some typical
parameter combinations are contained in Attachment 4.
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Fig. 13: Suppression factor S according to Chen
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8. TRANSFER FROM NUCLEATE BOILING TO FILM BOILING, RESP. STEAM-DROPLETS

COOLING - (MAXIIMUM CRITICAL HEAT FLUX)

The two fundamental physical appearances of the first heat transfer crisis

were already dealt with in Chapter 2. Here, there shall be examined the

individual physical models and correlations for the calculation of the

critical heat flux.

8.1 Vessel film boiling

The phenomenon of the critical heat flux easily examined during boiling in

heated vessels. A closed process of the dependence between heat flux and

temperature difference (Twall -Tsat) was first represented by Nukiyama /19/

in the manner of a so-called boiling-curve (Fig. 14). Due to the r~ise

of the heat transfer coefficients in the region of the nucleate boiling

the slope of the boiling-curve becomes gradually steeper up to point B.

When the heat flux reaches the value of point B, there is formed a steam

film between the wall and the fluid, the heat elimination from the wall is

limited now by the low heat conductivity of the steam, and the temperature

difference increases suddenly (B-C jump of the boiling-c~irve).

The hypothesis of the fuild dynamic origin of the heat transfer crisis

was first formulated by Kutateladze /20/. From the separated impulse

and continuity equations for water and steam there were established the
following dimensionless groups, describing the conditions during the first

heat transfer crisis:

W 2  
A__ Wf*T Wdt Pf'f 2 Wd 2Pd a

With the assumption, that with free convection the first five groups can be

disregarded, there was deduced the following equation in agreement with

the Rayleigh theory of stability for the maximum steam volume flow from

the heated surface:

- a~g~f~p~)0.2S

(id~max pd -Ah K-( , Pd 2 (22)
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Fig 14: Boiling-curve according to Nuki~yama for container
boiling with 0.1 MPa
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The value of K was analytically determined by Zuber

K = 4n

so that the equation for the maximum critical heat flux reads:

qmx=0.1567 Ahe'Pd2 [a.g.(Pf-Pd)l],2 (23)

Similar equations were established at a later date by other authors, as

for example by Zuber /21/ and Chang, Snyder /22/.

8.2 Heat transfer crisis with forced convection, high heat flux and

low steam content - (DNB)

8.2.1 Semi:e2irical miodel

Essentially, two different models were devel~oped-for the description of the

physical processes during the'transfer between nucleate boiling and film

boiling. For the first and more simple model one starts with the premise,

that the isolating steam layer is located directly between the wall and

-the fluid. Based on the result of an experimental investigation, Kutateladze

and Leontev /23/ developed an equation for the- calculation of the separation

of the boundary layer in fluid flow with lateral injection of air into the

flow channel.

P..jV.in.=2*1f * wff (24)

Tong /24/ modified this equation for the conditions under DNB

Pg * Vb= i-C a t= .P wf (25)

He further used the correlation of Maines /25/ for a calculation of ft with

low steam content

-0.6
f---= Re -(25)tp
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established, based on test results, the correlation constant C as function

of steam content:

C 1.76 -7.43x +12.22 -x2  (27)

Tong equation for the calculation of the critical heat fl ux (KHB):

q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~! (17 -74x122x).J ij W. 0.4. 0.4
tia =(.7-.4x122X2 he. D f Pf (28)

Starting from the Reynolds analogy, Thorgerson et al /26/ developed another

equation for the calculation of the critical heat flux (KHB):

Pf~lf*CPf

therefrom results:

f- AT 2f *C~f (29)

and for the,DNB con ditions:

q = fDNB
mx 2 1f Wf*Cpf (TwT sa) (30)

For the calculation of f there was used the equation (31):

f DNB =7.413 -Re OS (31)

Monde, Katto /27/ and Katto, Ishii /28/ started from the dimensional analysis

for the development of their own correlations and they established for the

volume-related steam velocity the following dimensionless groups:

q____ ma Pf 2_f r (f 9(PfPd)I (32)

PdA e d 'Id Pf~w2*' Pf~wI' ~

It was assumed that the influence of viscosity and buoyancy can be disregarded

during the first-heat-transfer--crlisis-in-the-f-lowed-through-channel.,-so-that
the equation (32) reads:
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_____ f__ Pf a

Pd-ahe-W =F (;
(33)

Through the adaption of the individual exponents and of the correlation
constant to each of the used test results, there were established the
following correlations:

Monde-Katto correlation /27/

ma ` .O0745 - w - A

Katto-Ishii correlation /28/

q 0.014 - w- P .Ah (p 0.867 C /

~max d e ' Pd )W-P(P nhe2. a

(34)

(35)

These correlations were chosen from the plethora of similar equations'and
used for the calculation of the critical heat flux (KHB). The figures in
Attachment 5.show the comparison of the processes of qmxfor some typic~l
parameter combinations.

W.- Z

f,bI
y

Fig. 15: Model representation for the determination of the critical heat flux

.accordi ng to Tong
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The second model -developed by Tong starts from the premise that the isolating
steam 1ayer~is not located directly between wall and fluid but rather, as

shown in Fig. 15, that there is a thin layer of water between wall and the

bubbles. The presence of this layer of water was observed during the

photographic examination with freon of the flow conditions at DNB /29/.

The energy equation for the layer of water between the wall and the

bubbles was established by Tong as follows /30/:

j (Pf-Wf-P-h) + afb* -qp 0 (36)

with s =thickness of layer of water
lf ,bl = heat transfer coefficient (WUK) .between layer of water and bubbles

p = heated range

Under the assumption that pf-wf- remains constant along the flow path,

the equation (36) can be simplified as follows:

dz (h -h~ ) + C~h lh ) . Cpf-q (7M~~ ~ ~ ff~stbtf~a

wi th c = rf~bf
Pf Wf S.Cpf (38)

Z)ince the individual parameters in the equation (38) are partially unknown,

an empirical equation was established for C, based on measured results

C=O0. 44. A. inch- 1 (9

with A = (1'X DNB) .9and B 7 (G-10' ) 17

The practical application of this model is however very difficult because of

the very narrow region of validity for C and because of the complicated

conversion to conditions with variable heat flux.
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8.2.2 Emeiricalcorrelations

In a manner similar to the one for the preceding case, a series of empirical

-correlations was published for the calculation of the maximum critical heat
flow (KHB). Already in the year 1964, in the treatise of Milioti /31/

there were compiled 59 correlations for the calculation of the critical

heat flux, which were developed in connection with the reactor safety

analysis. The deviations of the values of the-maximum critical heat flux,

calculated with each of the-correlations, were denoted in this treatise as

very large. Instead of this group of correlations there were chosen three

equations, most used in the reactor safety analysis:

a) W-3 correlation /32/

=ma 3.15459 - 10

-[(2.022 - 0.0004302 * P) - (0.1722 -0.0000984

*P) * exp[(18.177 - 0.004129 -P) xJ])

*[(0.1484 - 1.596 - x + 0.1729 * x lxi )* (40)

*G*10 + 1.0371 - [1.157 - 0.869 -x]

*(0.2664 + 0.8357 -exp (-3.151 * 0)]

*(0.82s8 + 0.000794 - hi - hd

Region of validity 7 1 P :5 16 MPa

1360 1 G '1 6800 kg/m 2.s

-0.15 ;S x $ 0.15
S-103 : 0 ; 175-1-3

0.25 $ L 1 3.6 m

Observation: This equation is applicable only in the case of homogenous
power distribution.

b) B-W-2 correlation /33/

=mx - 12.71.[3.0S45G.Gio-]A (41)

-{3.702-1.10 7 -(059137-G-10 I - 0.15208.x.,ah *'G}
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-3
A = 0.71186 +'0.20729-10 -(P-2000)

8 = 0.834 + 0.68479-10- 3.(P-2000)

Region of validity: 14 9 P ý 16 MPa
1020 S G !5 5430 kg/mZ-s

c) N-acbeth correlation /16/

=16 A+C*D*(G*10- ).O.25.(hz-h)
1+C-1

(42)q ax

with A = yo* Dy (G-10-6) Y2

B = y3* DY'4 (G-10-6)Y

The values of y0, Y1, Y2-Y. yv4, and Y5for various pressures are
in Table 3.

contained

Table 3: Values

ranges

of the Macbeth-correlation coefficients for various pressure

P~~essi~tt M.S No. of7 7 ' I 7
P'Sia I I~ I IIPoinus

is 11 -0-211 0-3:4 0-0010 -1-4 -1-03 13-8 88
2-40 (norn) 177T -05353 _-0260 0-0166 :-14 -03M727
530 (nomn) 1S57 0-i366 -0-329 00127 -14 0-07377 5.7 170

1000 1-06 -0-487 -0-179 0_003S -14 -0-SSS 7-4 .03
1570 (nozm) 07r0 -0-527 0-024 0.0323 -1.4 -0096 3-4 133
2000 0-627 -0-268 0-192 0-0093 -1.4 -0-343 9-0 362
Z"00 (no m) 0-011:4 -1-45 01439 0-0097 -1-4 -0S529 4-T 37

Observation: The parameters in the equations (40), (41) and (42) are to
be given in British units.

The values of the critical heat fluxes, calculated with these three cor-

relations, for the same paramater combinations as in Chapter 8.2.1., are
shown in Attachment 5.
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8.3 Hjeat-transfer crisis with forced convection, low to intermediate

heat flux, and intermediate to high steam content (dry-out)

8.3.1 Analytical models

The known model designs for the calculation of the dry-out of the water film

in.dependence of the supplied energy-, total mass flow and system pressure

do mostly originate from a mass balance for the film flowing along the wall.

The change of the liquid mass flowing in the film has to be attributed to

the evaporation, to the breaking-off of droplets (entrainment) and to the

originating renewed deposition of the droplets caused by the turbulent

radial velocity component (Fig., 16).

The mass balance equation for the water film with an annular flow *in'the

flowed-through-pipe was first established by Leslie and Kirby /34/ as

follows:

B = LF nD(G-G~ (43)

e

liquid film tdroplets
G E/

Gjo

Fig. 16: Model of the annular flow with entrainment and deposition
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he mass balance for the separated-fluid:-

BWE = nD(G -G )_ 4t0 8C
az E 0 I-,Y (44)

with C as droplet concentration in the steam flow.

The deposition of droplets in the liquid film was described with the 'aid

of a mass transfer coefficient K

G D =K *C

and
G E K CE

(45)

(46)

Under the assumption that C E is a function of T*6/a and that K is a func~tion

of a, the correlations shown in Figures 17 resp. 18 were established for

these two unknown quantities. For the determination of the local pressure

loss (necessary for the calculation of T) there was used the equation (47).

46 = (dP/dz) LF 10-5

(7dp/dZ)
(47)

Ica

10IC

It

I

0

-TA -At 07 Wta011~

0.1

C.C 0.1 0.2 0.3 . . . . . .

Fig. 17: Harwell correlation for the' determination of

coefficient.
the entrainment
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Fig. 18: Harwell correlation for the determination of the deposition

coefficient

For BWR conditions, Belda /35/ developed a model for the calculation of

the film thickness in dependence of time. For the determination of the

film thockness in the case of a BWR LOCA one started from the conservation

ths~orems for mass and energy, whereby the mass flows, given by film and

droplets, were described by simple statements. T he obtained differential

equation for the film thickness in dependence of time was solved numerically

and the dry-out moment was determined with film thickness = zero.

An equation for the calculation of the dry-out moment was developed by

Mayinger and Belda /36/:

tDO (aCPr/3P ) -(3P/8t) B n( )(8

A a -L*h - 60 ~ 2-.- 2:.. BI1-) Dtl
n~o8P e I 8t 4-1-pffi vz"IEo

f' e f f- D
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wherein 6 0 is the film thickness in the stati onary initial state and the

constant C was determined by the adaption t .o the test results.

C = 0.15 for-freon 12 and C = 0.6 for water.

8.3.2 Semi: m2irical and empirical correlations

a) Hsu-Beckner correlation /37/

Hsu and Beckner developed a correlation for the calculation of the

maximum critical heat flux (KHB) in transient processes. This cor-

relation is, according to the assertions by the authors, valid for

a wide sphere of the determining parameters and can be used for both

types of the first heat transfer crisis DNB and dry-out.

q a-wd=1.33 -(O.96-tp)0* (49)

wherein q - is the heat flux with steam content x = 0, calculated

with the aid of the W-3 correlation, and xq,, d represents the heat
flux density between wall and steam, calculated with the aid of the

Dittus-Boelter correlation for heat transfer coefficient.

b) Zuber-Griffin correlation /38/

This correlati on represents a modified form of the Kutateladze-Zuber

correlation for the calculation of the critical heat flux (KHB)

during nucleate boiling and it was developed for the range of the

low mass flows.

c) Slifer-GE correlation /39/

This correlation has a. very simple form and it was divided into two
regions of validity through the modification of the correlation

coefficient.
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qmx= 3.155-10 6 (0.8-x) for G 680 kg/M 2 .S

and (51)

qmx= 3.155.106 (0.84-x)fdr G 9 680 kg/M 2 -S

d) Smolin correlation /40/

Also this correlation has a simple form and according to the assertions

of the authors a relatively wide region of validity.

S 0.2 1.2.8
qmx= 6.S-10 * EG *(1_X), *(1 .3-4.2S-10 -P) (52)

Reqion of validity: 380 9 G Z 4930 kg/M2-S

2.94 :5 P 9 13.7 MPa

e) Biasi correlation /41/

4

q2.7S510 1.4-A X) (S3)
mx (1000)n .G0-167 GO- 167

for low steam contents (x < 0.3) and

4

q 1.51.10 8 1-)(4
max (1OOD)n G*" 1)(4

for higher steamd contents and UG < 300 kg/in2 s

wherein n = 0.4 for 0 Z; 0.01 m
n = 0. 6 for D < 0. 01- m

A =0.7249 + 0.99 * P -exp (-0.32P)

B = -1.159 + 1.49 -P - exp (-0.19P) + 8. 99-P
1+lOPZ

f) CISE correlation /42/

1 .2S8-Ah
(8)F (5S)
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A =( -1)und B =(f-P )/(G-10
Pr r

wherein p = P and PC = 22.1 MPa - critical pressure --.r PC

In Attachment 5 are shown the values of qmxfor chosen parameter combinations,
calculated with the equations (49), (50), (51), (52), (53), and (55).

8.4 Verification of the correlations for the calculation of the maximum
critical heat flux (KHB) based on the experimental results

8.4.1 Selection of the correlations

For the verification based on the results from the 25-rod bundle tests there
were chosen the-following correlations:

- Tong equation-(28)
- Thorgerson equation (30)

- Monde-Katto equation (34)

- W-3 equation (40)

- B-W-2 equation (41)

- Macbeth equation (42)

- Silfer-GE equation (51)

- Smolin equation (52)

- Zuber-Griff in equation (50)

- Biasi equation (53)

- CISE equation (55)

The chosen tests from the DNB and post-DNB test groups were recalculated with

the computer code BRUDI-VA, whereby the maximum critical heat flux (KHB)

was determined with the aid of each of the correlations in parallel with

the calculation. If, in accordance with the correspondincq correlation, the

value of the critical heat flux was below the value cf the local heat flux,

there was effected the transfer from nucleate bubbling to the correlation

for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients ih the post-DNB resp.

post-dry-out region's. The moments of this transfer, as determined in the

-recalculation of several tests with each of the correlations, are compiled

in Table 4 and compared with the test results.
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critical he~t flux (KHB) correlationsTable 4: Comparison of the

TE DNS time delay (s)
TEST Height

Cen)teasur. Mod. W-3 Sli- Smo- B-W-2 Mlac- Biasi Tons Thor-
Zuber fer lin bet~h gerson

135 No DNIB 2.6 - - - - - - --

190 No DNB 0.7 0.65 - - 0.7 1.2 - 0.92 0.4
DNB-l 2.59 0.7 0.6 0.45 - - 0.52 0.8 0.9 0.75 0.4

327 0.4 0.5 0.2 1.1 1.1 0*.4 '0.6 0.6 0.8 0.4
377 0.7 0.5 0.1 1.15 1.15 0.3 0.68 0.6 - 0.4

135 No DN'B 0.8 0.7 1.5 1.5 0.7 1.0 1.4 - 0.38
190 No DNB 0.65 0.5 1.2 1.2 0.65 0.84 1.0 0.64 0.38

DNB-3 259 0.45 0.5 0.35 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.7 0.7 0.57 0.3
327 0.2 0.4 0.15 0.85 0.85 0.2.5 0.55 0.46 0.63 0.3
377 0.5 0.4 0.1 0.8 0.8 0.2 0.62 0.5 - 0.3

135 No D*NB 2.3 - - - - - - --

190 'No DNB 0.8 0.65 - - 0.8 1.4 - o .6
DNB-7 259 0.7 0.65 0.5 - - 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.5

327 0.5' 0.55 0.35 1.5 - 0.4 0.65 0.65 0.8 0.4
377 0.7 0.6 0.4 1.45 1.45 0.4 0.75 0.65 - 0.4

135 No DNB 1.1 0.65 - - - - - - -

190 No DNB 0.8 0.6 - - 0.82 0.93 1.2 0.85 0.8
DNB-8 259 0.6 0.65 0.45 1.2 1.2 0.6 0.85 0.85 0.7 0.5

327 0.5 0.55 0.4 0.95 0.'95 0.45 0.75 0.7 0.75. 0.4
377 0.6 0.6 0.4 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.8 0.6 - 0.4

135 No DNB 0.9 0.85 - - - - - - -

190 No DNB 0.75 0.65 1.3 1.3 0.75 0.9 1.2 0.8 0.8
DNB-9 259 0.7 0.65 0.5 1.1 1.1 0.6 0.8 0.85 0.7 0.5

327 0.5 0.55 0.4 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.75 0.7 0.78 0.4
377 0.6 0.6 0.45 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.8 0.65 - 0.4

135 No DNB 2.0 - - - - - - - -

190 No DNB 1.5 1.6 3.2 3.2 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.5 1.5
DNB-11 259 1.2 1.2.5 1.25 1.45 1.45 1.35 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3

327 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.75 1.75 1.3 1.45 1.5 1.5 1.2
377 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.7 1.3 1.5 1.4 - 1.2
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The Figures 19 to 22 show the processes of the critical heat flux, calculated

-with the chosen correlations, in the initial stage of two different DNB-tests.

By way of comparison, in these figures are also plotted the processes of. the

heat flux as determined from measurement.

ONE2 3 KHO CWNPARIS-ON ONE 3 KHE COM~PARISON

Zr

r_
U-

U

[P

TINIE (S) TE HEIC-HT 190 CM

ONE 9 KHE COMiPARISON0N9 3 KHE CEi'PARIS01i

U

rn

0.
0

0
0*
N

S'W-

HZ EXE9.Z
U

CD,

*j . . .

(S I 7'm HEIGHT,1259CM
0 O0G 3 .4 3 0 1 .20

TI HE (S E HEIGHT 259CM1

Fig. 19: Comparison of the critical heat flux (KHB) correlations - Test DNB3
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Fig. 20: Comparison of the critical heat flux (KHB) correlations - Test DNB3
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Fig. 21: Comparison of the critical heat flux (KHB) correlations - Test DNB9
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Fig. 22: Comparison of the critical heat flux (KHB) correlations - Test DNB9
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r.

8.4.2 Evaluation of the correlations for the calculation of the maximum

critical heat flux

The results of the verification of the chosen correlations for the calculation

of the maximum critical heat flux, compiled in this Chapter, show that none

of the used correlations can calculate with sufficient accuracy for this

phenomenon the critical heat flux in the abovementioned sphere of the test

parameters of the 25-rod bundle tests. The graphic comparison of the
processes of the critical heat flux under the same conditions in the measuring
section", calculated with these correlations, shows how the values of the
critical heat flux can differ. From the tabular comparison of the DNB delay

times, calculated with each of the correlations, it'results, that most of

the equations calculated the moment of DNB too late and also an exceeding

of the critical heat flux at axial positions in the bundle, whereas in the
experiment the critical heat flux was not exceeded. As only realistic

and, in the sense of the reactor safety analysis, conservative correlation

proved to be, and this only after leaving the given region of validity, the

W-3 equation. For the prediction of the dry-out moment with intermediate

heat flux, based on this examination, there can be recommended the cor-

relations by Slifer, Smolin and Biasi.
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9. HEAT TRANSFER AT FILM BOILING AND STEAM-DROPLETS COOLING

This region of the heat transfer was, not only because of the importance

in the reactor loss of coolant accident analysis, the center of many

ex perimental and theoretical investigations. In this chapter is ex-

plained the phenomenology of each of the partial regions of the two-

phase heat transfer after the exceeding of the maximum critical heat

flux and some correlations are presented for the calculation of the heat

transfer coefficients in this region. Subsequently, these correlations

are used for the verification of selected tests of the research project

RS 37C and the results will be comparied with the test results.

9.1 Film boiling

As already mention in Chapter 2, in the case of film boiling it deals with

a form of heat transfer which occurs in the high pressure phase of a LOCA

with a rapid depressurization only very limited in function of time and

place.

The transfer of the inverse annular flow, the flow form typical for this

heat transfer mechanism, to the steam-droplets flow is additionally

accelerated in a PWR bundle, in contrast to the flowed-through pipe, due

to the effect of spacers and of the transverse exchange.

9.1.1 Film boili nq with wettable wall

The accurate calculation of the heat eliminated from the wall in this area

is very difficult because of the unstable thermal and fluid dynamic processes.

The thin steam film, enveloping the wall, can be pierced by the waves at

the core water flow. The liquid reaches the still wettable wall and it is

again forced away from the wall by the very high evaporation. The wall

temperature has however dropped because of the very effective nucleate

boiling. This process can repeat itself several times.

Since the heat flux density in the case of an inverse annular flow has to

be generally very high, the wall temperature increases very sharply
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(up-to 300 K per second) after the formation of the insulating steam film

and the wetting temperature is rapidly exceeded. Therefore, the area of

film boiling with wettable wall is only of subordinate importance for

the calculation of the clad tube temperature processes and for the cal-

culation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) there can be used by
approximation the correlations described under 9.1.3.

9.1.2 Film boil ins with not wettable wall

In case the wall temperature lies above the temperature of application, the

liquid does always remain separated from the wall by A steam film (Leiden-

frost phenomenon). The heat removal from the wall can be determined in this

case with the aid of the correlations for the calculation of the heat
transfer coefficients (WUK) with forced steam convection (equations (8), (9)

Chapter 6.2) or with the correlations for the calculation of the heat

transfer coefficients (WUK) with vessel film boiling.

9.1.3 Vessel film boilin

The conditions dur~ing film boiling in the heated vessel are schematically

represented in Figure 23.

Fig. 23: Schematic representation of film boiling in vessel boiling
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One of the first models of the film boiling mechanism with free convection

was established by 8Vtberr /43/. The heat that was conveyed to the water

phase was calculated in this model as the sum of the heat fluxes which

are conveyed to the water through the steam film because of conduction and
radiation, less the heat required for the additional evaporation.

According to his conception, the heat flux was then determined at the
wall through the free convection in the water phase, so that for the

Nusselt number there can be used the following equation:

Nu f K * GIP (56)

(n =1/3 for horizontal plate)

All values in the equation were calculated with the mean temperature between

saturation temperature (water surface) and the mean water temperature. For

the calculation of the heat flux density there was derived the following

equation:

q = (TsatT) K-(T -T )4.'3(f.2.~fp)nfI' (57)
stfsat f ((~p..f Cp)q]'

The correlation constant was determined through the adpation to experimen-

tal data:

K = 0.0015

2rornIey /44/ postulated, in a manner similar to Awberry, that the heat

from the wall is conveyed to the liquid through heat conduction and heat

radiation. The heat conduction share was adequately treated pursuant to

the film condensation theory of Nusselt, so that heat transfer coefficient

(WUK) was defined as relation between the heat conductivity and the steam

film thickness.
3 (K {%*d (T W- sat) /[p*p/p).g.-_jiC] }1 /4 (58)

with Ah-1 = Ah (i04p(WT )Ih(9
e e sa4c(T~ t )Aie'(9

thus, the correction for the heat transfer coefficient with laminar film

boiling reads:

K[Xdgp-h][j(T-st-]II (0
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The mean value of the correlation constant was given by Bromley as K =0.62.

In cylinder geometry, is replaced with D.

The heat transfer coefficient for the calculation of the radiation share

was calculated according to Bromley from the following equation:

at= {K52 /[(1/C).(1/Ka)-11j[TW4Ta 4 )/CTWTa) (61

Hsu and Westwater /45/ did take into consideration the influence of the

turbulence in the upper region of the steam film and developed for the con-

-vective heat transfer coefficient the equation:

Cr = .02-Re 4 Wd[j2[,-pd (f-d(2

wi th Re=d

wherein Wd is the steam mass flow at the end of the film boiling region.

Berenson /46/ used for the determination of the characteristic geometric

parameter (:resp. D in equation (60)) the Taylor-Helmholz instability

theory and established for the calculation of the convective heat transfer

coefficient the following equation:

e~ (63)sa

with a = {a/[g(pf-pd])1 12 (64)

and the correlation constant K =0.425.

The physical model, based on.which is the reasoning of Berenson, is

schematically represented in Fig. 24.

The values of the heat transfer coefficients, as they were calculated with
the correlations of Bromley and Berenson, are shown in Attachment 6.
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Fig. 24: Model of the vessel film boiling according to Berenson

9.2 Steam-droplets cooling

During the last few years, there were developed many more or less empirical
correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients in the

region of the steam-droplets cooling. Generally, these correlations can

be divided into two groups:

- semi-empirical (pheomenological) models

- empirical correlations.

The empirical correlations are valid mostly only in a determined region of

the parameters, without differentiating if in this region it deals with

different physical processes. On the other hand, in the development of

of the phenomenological models it was endeavored to take into consideration

the mechanism of the physical processes. The resolution of the overall
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process into individual steps, led however in the majority of the cases
to the need for the determination of parameters, which cannot be unobjectionably

determined through measuring techniques and, thus, have to be finally
establ ished empirically.

In connection with the development of the so-called progressive computer

programs hereafter will be subdivided the existing models into so-called
equilibrium models, which are established on the assumprion of the thermo-
dynamic equilibrium, and the so-called nonequilibrium models, in which the.

thermodynamic non-equilibrium was taken into consideration.

9.2.1 Equilibrium models and correlations

Into this category fall most of the empirical correlations. They are based

on the statement derived from the similarity principle for the on-phase
forced convection.

Nu =K - Ren , Prm (5

In order to take into account the varied nature of the two-phase flow,

there was expanded either only the Reynolds number or the entire right side

of the equation (65).

Dougall-Rohsenow and, simultaneously, Miropolskij introduced the Reynolds
number modified for the two-phase flow.

Rep Re (66)

wherein the steam volume share q was defined as follows:

ý1=X/(x+$*(1-x)*p d/pt] (67)

If the same velocity Is postulated for water and steam, one obtains for the

RezP :

Rez c x4.(1-X).Pd/pfI 68
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22M11lland Rohse now /47/ inserted then this Reynolds number into the Dittus-
Boelter equation-(8) for forced convection and obtained:

Nud = 0.023 Rez 0.8 - Prd 0.4 (69)

wherein all the values of the steam were calculated with the saturation

temperature. The influence of the certainly higher temperature in the boundary

layer upon the magnitude of the Prandtl number was later on considered
through the expansion of the right side of this equation with the correction

term (Tf/T W)05$, so that the modified Dougall-Rohsenow equation reads:

Nud = 0.023 - Re 0 8 
* Pr0 '(0

d ~ ZP rdo (Tf/Tw) 0-5(0

The wall and water temperature has to be inserted in this equation in degree

Kel1vi n.

Uiro221il /48/ expanded besides the Reynolds number the right side of

the equation (65) with the so-called two-phase multiplier Y

Y =1-0.1 (P f/pd)-1O4* 0 -. )4 (71)

so that his equation assumes the following form:

Nu = 0.023 - ReO-8  Pr 0-S * Y (72)ZP d

The values for the Husselt and the Yenolds numbers were relative to the

saturation temperature, and that of the Prandtl number to the wall tem-

perature.

Groeneveld /49/ presented in this treatise the general form of his equation

for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients (WUK) in the region

of the steam-droplets cooling:

Nu K Ra Pb. c.q
ZP d (73)e

The correlation constant and the exponents were determined with the aid of

venious experimental data and they are contained in Table 5.

The values of the Nusselt and Reynolds numbers and of the two-phase multiplier

are calculated with the saturation temperature, that of the Prandtl number

with the wall temperature.
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Table 5: Valu-es of the correlation coefficients for the Groeneveld correlation

Gcaeorry ab C d e No. nr R.M.s. Equation
points error(7.) no.

Tubes 1.85 X 10-4 1.00 1.57 -1.12 0.131 438 10.1 18
1.09 x 10-1 0.989 1.41 -1.15 0 438 11.5 19

Annuli -1.30 x 10-2 0.664 1.68 -1.12 0.133 266 6.1 20
5.20 x 10-2 0.688 1.26 -1.06 0 266 6.9 21

Tubes and 7.75 x 10' 0.902 1.47 -1.54 0.112 704 11.6 22
annuli 3.271x 10-3 0.901 1.32 -1.50 0 704 12.4 23

A surmmary of the empirical correlations for the calculation of the heat
transfer coefficients after the exceeding of the maximum critical heat
flux was established by Groeneveld /50/ and it contains 24 different
equations.

Conde andBen9ston /51/ used the regression analysis for the evaluation of
the experimental data contained in the NRC data bank and they determined

the following equation for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients

(WUK):

0.05345 - (,a . Pr b ReC)/(D)d .*x,)] (74)

with Re = D. und a = 0.4593; b =2.2598;

C= (0.6249 + 0.2043 -In (x+1)l; d = 0.8059 and e =2.0514.

Reqion of validity 0.42 :9 P' 22.15 MPa

40.1 ;9 b ý 3939 kg/m2-s

X <

The values of the heat transfer coefficients for typical parameter combinations,

calculated with the equations (69), (70), (72), (73), and (74), are shown in

Attachment 6 and compared with each other.

9.2.2 Non:tguilibrium -models

The fact, that the steam and water phase in the region of the steam-droplets

cooling can be in thermodynamic non-equilibrium, was determined already in
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196-1 during the experimental investigation by Parker and Grosh /52/. The

resence of water droplets was observed during this investigation although

the equilibrium steam contents lay far above the value of x = 1. One of the

first so-called "Two-step'"'-hbat transfer models for the steam-droplets

cooling was developed by Laverty and Rohsenow /53/. The first step in

this model - the heat transfer from the wall to steam - serves mainly

for the superheating of the steam, which is then cooled in the second

step through the evaporation of the droplets. This viewpoint of the heat

transfer between wall and the steam-droplets cooling was used as the basis

for most~of the subsequently developed models.

Forslund and Rohsenow /54/ expanded the "two-step" heat transfer model and

attempted to determine quantitatively the heat transfer between wall and

the droplets near the wall. The heat transfer coefficient between wall

and droplets was determined with the aid of the Baumeister correlation

/55/

UWT 1  (X~p-pf -g.Ah-)/B] (75)

with B * (TW.T U) . V(rd~/61 1/3

and Ah he * (1+0. 35Cd(Tw-T )/I,3 (76)e eC~ sat)&e]

The number of droplets in the proximity of the wall was calculated with the

following equation:

N =~ / (777)

wherein NT is the droplets density per volume unit and was calculated as

follows:

im =G - 1-x a]/t(P,*W,*rr*&3 )/6] (78)

The local droplets diameter 6 TI still unknown in the equations (75) and (78),

was calculated with -the aid of the energy balance for one droplet and the

initial droplets diameter, determined from some measurements.

The equation for the calculation of the heat flux density between all and

droplet reads:
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q = Cr * (n-8 2/4-) - N * (TW-T
wT wT T Tw sat - (79)

Hynek, Rohsenow and Ber9!es /56/ determined the values of the correlation

constant for various liquids

Nitrogen K 1 * K2 =0.2

Water K1 I * 2 1.

Methane K1I * K2 =2.

Propane K 1 * K2 =1. 2.

In lieu of the non-equilibrium models in this treatise were examined the

correlation systems of Groeneveld-Delorme and Chen-Ozkaynak-Sundaram.

a) Groeneveld-Delorme model /57/

The Groeneveld-Delorme method is based on the following important

assumptions:

- The wall temperature is higher than the Leyden frost temperature

- The heat removal from the wall through the flow can be disregarded

- The velocity difference between steam and water phase can be
disregarded

- The entire heat removal from the wall can be calculated with the

aid of a correlation for the calculation of the heat transfer coef-
ficient (WUK) with forced convection of steam with the application
of the steam velocity.

For the calculation of the heat transfer density between wall and steam

there was used the Hadaller correlation /58/:

q (=- ad I -0.O.08348.ReO .774..PrO.6112 (80)

The actual steam content xa was determined from the energy balance:

Xa =Xe ' he/(hd-hf) (1
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For the determination of the steamntehnperature and, thus, also of the

"actual" steam enthalpy there was established an empirical equation:

(h da-hd )/&h e= exp [-tan 0] (82)

with the rather complicated function:

* *Pb * eC d i=2
a Pr Re am (pD-Cpd/Xd*.h el I fi(e1=0

(83)

with Re ham G -D- /l *'ham
anu *'ham =Xe/l:Xe+( Pd/Pt) (1Xe)]

The values of the correlation constant and of the exponents were given

as follows:

a =0.13864; b =0.2031;

f 1.3072;

c= 0. 20006;

f 1 = 1. 0833;

d =0. 09232;

f 0. 8455

Region of validity 0. 71 ý6 P
130 9 G

-0. 12 9 xe
0. 005 9 D

S 21.47 MPa
;S 5100 kg/M2 .S
;S 1.6
9 0. 02 m

b) Chen-Ozkaynak-Sundaram model /59/

Chen at al developed for this model a new equation, based on the Reynolds

analogy, for the calculation of the convective heat transfer between

wall and steam:

Starting with the statement for the Stanton number:

St = f/2 (84)

the following equation was developed for the steam convection in the

steam-droplets cooling region:

St= a wd/(p *w*CP)d (85)
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After the introduction of Gd = G*Xa and the expansion of the's~tatement

also for Pr f1 (Colburn modification of the Reynolds analogy) the
equation for the convective share of the heat flux read s:

Qw,d = d CPd -Prd /3 (T -Td) -f/2 (86)

For the calculation of f there was ued the approximate correlation of
Beattie /60/:

f = 0. 037 * R eO -17 (87)

with the following definition of'the Reynolds number:

Re = (Dpd.<j>)!nqd; <j> = (Gd/pd) + CGf/pf)

For the calculation of the relation xa /xe there was developed a cor-
relation with the use of several experimental results:

Xa 1 - S(P) - o(88)

with S(P) 0.26/[l-i5-(P/P )0 * 6 3 ] (89)

and 7.D (Td-TSat) / (TW-Td) (90)

The heat transfer through radiation was also disregarded in this

model.

Region of validity P 9 19.S MPa
16.6 ;5 G 9 3011 kg/M 2 .S

0.5 ý Xe ý 1.728

9.3 Comparison of each of the correlations based on the recalculation of

selected 25-rod bundle tests

For the investigation of the equilibrium and non-equilibrium correlations

the tests DNB1, DNB3 and DNB9 were selected from the "DNB test sre" and

the test PDNBil was selected from the "Post DNB test series."
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9.3.1 Recalculation of the test DNB1

The curves of the important test parameters, of the local values of the

mass flow calculated with the computer code BRUD I-VA, and of the steam

contents, and a complete set of the calculated results in comparison with

the test are compiled in Attachment 7.
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The values of the wall temperatures and of the heat transfer coefficients,
as they were calculated with the equilibrium correlations at two different
axial positions in the bundle, are compared in Fig. 25 to each other and

with the values determined from the test.

The comparison of the values of the wall temperature, calculated with the

non-equilibrium correlations,of the heat flux, of the steam temperature, and

of the actual steam content is shown in Fig. 26.
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9.3.2 Recalculation of Test DNB3

The curves of the important test parameters, of the local values of the mass

flow, calculated with the computer code BRUDI-VA, and of the steam content,

and a complete set of the calculated results in comparison with the test

are compiled in Attachment 8.
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The values of the wall temperatures and of the heat transfer coefficients,
as they were calculated with the equilibrium correlations at two different
axial positions in the bundle, are compared in Fig. 27 to each other and
with the values determined from the test.

The comparison of the values of the wall temperature, calculated with the
non-equlibrium correlations, of the heat flux, of the steam temperature, and
of the actual steam content is shown in Fig. 28.
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9.3.3 Recalculation of the Test DNB9

The curves of the impcrtant test parameters, of the local values of, the

mass flow, calcdlated with the computer code BRUDI-VA, and of the steam

content, and a complete set of the calculated results in comparison-with

the test are compiled in Attachment 9.
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The values of the wall temperatures and of the heat transfer coefficients,
as they were calculated with the equilibrium correlations at two different
axial positions in the bundle, are compared in Fig. 29 to each other and

with, the values determined from the test.

The comparison of the values of the wall temperature, calculated with the

non-equilibrium correlations, of the heat flux, of the steam temperature, and
of the actual steam content is shown in Fig. 30.
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9.3.4 Recalculation of the Test PDNBl1

The curves of the important test parameters, of the local values of the

mass flow, calculated with the computer code BRUDI-VA, and of the steam

content, and a complete set of of the'calculated results in comparison with

the test are compiled in Attachment 10.
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The values of the wall temperatures and of the heat transfer coefficients,

as they were calculated with the equilibrium correlations at two different

axial positions in the bundle, are compared in Fig. 31 to each other and

with the values determined from the test.

9.4 Evaluation of the correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer

coefficients in the steam-droplets cooling region

The recalculation of the selcted tests with the utilization of the verious'

correlations for the calculation of the heat tran'sfe"r --coefficients in the

region after the exceeding of the critical heat flux showed, that none of

the selected correlations can be recommended for the entire scope of the

test parameters. In the recalculation of the tests with intermediate to
high steam content (0.5 < X < 0.9) and with intermediate mass flow density

(1300 to 1800 kg/m 2-s) there could be obtained a good agreement between

calculated and test results if the modified correlation of Dougall-Rohsenow

was used for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients. In the

recalculation of the tests with a lower mass flow density (G < 1000 kg/m2-s)

the curves of the measured wall temperatures were better reproduced with

aid of the Condie-Bengston equation and partially also with that of Groene-

veld. The application of the newer non-equilibrium correlations showed

to be rather complicated and did not lead to a better agreement between

the calculated and the test ~results.
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10. TRANSFER FROM STEAM-DROPLETS COOLING OR FILM BOILING TO NUCLEATE

BOILING (RNB-REWETTING)

10.1 Compilation of the experimental data from the 25-rod bundle investigation

As already mentioned in Chapter 4.2, the following parameters were compiled

for the specific R14B moment in the RNB data set.

- RNB moment

- Wall temperature

- Saturation temperature

- Pressure

- Electric power

- Heat flux immediately prior to RNB
- Heat transfer coefficient

In the recalculation of the test there were determined the pertinent values

of the mass flow and of the steam content and they were inserted into-.the

data set.. The Figures 32 to 35 show.the dependence of the temperature

difference of pressure, heat flux, mass flow, and steam content.

C
0,

3.
5.0 7.0

Pressure (M.Pa)

9.0 11 . 20. so. 80.

Heat flux
110. 140

(W/crn -cn)

Fiq. 32: m~easuring points
TW-T sa = f(p)

Fig. 33: measuring points
T WT sa (q)
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Fig. 34: Correlation of G to TwT sat Fig. 35: Correlation of X to T -T sat

10.2 Correlations for the calculation of the minimum critical heat flux and

of the minimum temperature difference with rewetting

The transfer from steam-droplets cooling or film boiling back to the nucleate

boiling in the high pressure phase of a LOCA was thoroughly investigated

only after both nuclear LOFT tests (L2-2 and L2-3) had been conducted. For
the calculation of the minimum critical heat flux or of the minimum- temperature

difference with rewetting, in these investigations were mostly used the

correlations of Berenson, Henry and Iloeje.

Berenson /61/ used his correlation for the determination of the heat transfer

coefficient in the proximity of the minimum of the Nukiyama boiling curve

(Fig. 14).

with a = {O/[g(pf~pd 111/2

The Zuber correlation for the calculation of the maximum critical heat flux

was modified by Berenson and adapted to the conditions with rewetting.
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q =iný0.09.P 
(92)lga(fPd/P-d 2 / (92)

The equation for the calculation of the minimum temperature difference with
rewetting was obtained by dividing the equations (87) and (86):

Clg-(f-d)11/2.n/( -d 11,3 (93)

The minimum temperature difference resulting from this equation was used as
the basis for the development of further empirical correlations.

U22er~v /82/ investigated, among others, the influence of the relative values

upon'the magnitude of the monimum temperature difference and he established

the following equation:

0 6
C(T _T )/(T -T )J=0.42 -(A]*min,H min,B min,B f

(94)

wherein A = [*/Af.pf-Cpf/4A." P*'CP ]*[Ah e/4Tmin,]

and T min,8 =6T min, 8 + Tsat

Iloeje et al /63/ developed an empirical correlation, in which the influence

of mass flow and steam content is taken into consideration and he determined
the correlation coefficients based on own tests.

A~TmnI = 0.2 9*ATiB(1-0.295-X2 4S)(1+(G.10-4) (95)

The tests with an internally flowed-through tube were conducted within the

following range of the test parameters:

68 ;5 G ;5 340 kg/mz*s

0.3 9 1

P = S. 9 MPa

D =0.0124 - internally flowed-through
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10.3 Investigation of the correlations based on the results of the 25-rod
bundle tests

During the recalculation of the tests DNB3 and DNB9, the values of the
minimum temperature difference and of the minimum critical heat flux were
calculated with the aid of the correlations (93), (84), (95), and (92).
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Fig. 36: Comparisons of the correlations for the calculation of ATmin
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In Fig. 36 are compared the values of the ATmi n with the temperature~dif-

ference between wall and saturation temperature, determined from the test.

Fig. 37 shows the comparison of the local heat flux with the values of

qmnwhich were calculated with the Berenson correlation (92).
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10.4-- Evaluation of the correlations

From the comparison of the minimum temperature difference, calculated with
the aid of correlations, with the test results it follows that all three
correlations rendered too high values of ATmi n* The Berenson correlation

for the calculation of the minimum critical heat flux (KHB) [CHF) is mass

flow and steam content independent and, thus, inadequte for the application
to the conditions in a flowed- throuqh coolant channel.

Further, it has to be established that precisely for the parameters that
are typical for the high pressure phase of a LOCA there exist only a few
published test results. The experimental results, determined within the
framework of the 25-rod bundle tests, are thus very valuable and they can
be used for the verification of the correlations and models.
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11. DEVELOPMENT OF A NEW CORRELATION FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE HEAT

TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN THE STEAM-DROPLETS COOLING REGIME

The comparison of the calculated and test results in Chapter 9 showed, that

none of the used correlations for the heat transfer coefficients in the

steam-droplets cooling phase can be recommended without limitations to be

applied to all of the test parameters. The individual correlations, that

were developed and verified based in the majc~rity of the cases on deadbeat

investigations, covering only a certain phase of the important parameters,

did show significant deviations from the test results ascertained from

the 25-rod bundle tests. Also the use of later models, in which the

thermodynamic non-equilibrium between the two phases was taken into con-

sideration and which separated the heat transfer mechanism into individual

steps, did not lead to an approximation of the calculated time behaviors

of the wall temperature to the test results. Therefore, each of the

heat transfer processes during steam-droplets cooling was throroughly

investigated.

Figure 308 shows the heat transfer meachanism in the steam-droplets cooling

phase.

.X1Qd SUPERHEATING

qwdI (1-Ff)

q TOT - T, EVAPORATIO'N

IqWtT*F;

Fig. 38: Model representation for the heat transfer in the steam-droplets

c-ooling phase
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According to this consideration, the entire heat flux density is made up

of two componrents:

= ~d (1-Ff) + q w,T P Ff (96)

wherein cy~ - is the amount of heat per surface unit of the heated wall,

eliminated by the steam phase (convection and radiation)

and qw, - is the amount of heat per surface unit of the heated wall,

eliminated by the water phase (convection, conduction,

radiation).

11.1 Heat transfer between wall and steam phase

For the cakculation of the heat transfer coefficients between wall and the

steam phase there were used not only the correlations given in Chapter 6
(equations 8 and 9) but also the Hadaller correlation (equation 80) and

the Chen equation (equation 80)'derived from the Reynolds-Colburn analogy.
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Fig. 39: Comparison of several correlations for the calculation of the

heat transfer coefficients with forced steam convection
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The processes of the wall temperatures and of the heat transfer coefficients,

calculated with these correlations, as they were determined in the recal-

culation of the DNB3 test, are shown in Figure 39 and they are compared

with the experimentally established values of the entire heat flux density.

For the calculations of the Reynolds number in the correlations, there was

firstly taken the homogenous steam velocity and the density of the steam.

The heat flux density was calculated in this case with the entire temperature

difference between the wall and the saturation temperatures. As shown by.

the results, the heat eliminated from the wall by the pure steam convection

is too-low. If it is postulated that between the droplets present in the

steam flux and the wall there does not take place a direct heat transfer,

and the heat is eliminated from the wall solely by the steam convection,

the steam velocity has to be considerably higher as the one calculated

with the homogenous statement. In other words, there has to exist a con-

siderable slippage between steam and droplet.

Therefore, the known equations for the calculation of the slippage and the

drift correlations were set up and used for the determination of the'steam

velocity.

1.1.1 Comearison of various slip2age and drift eguations

For the calculation of the slippage there were used the following correlations:

a) Ahmad correlation /64/:

SA= (/d0.20 G* )-0.016 (7

b) Groeneveld modification of the Ahmad equation /65/:

Soo = 0.5 . (S A-1) + 1 (98)

c) Hemn correlation /66/:

SH ~ * .7.5 (99
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The values of the slippage, calculated with these correl~ations, and the

therefrom resulting courses-o? the steam velocity are compared to each

other in Fig. 40.
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equations

For the calculation of the drift there was used the Ishii correlation /67/:

U jý(1-qi) - .12- ag.P Pd/ d]02 (100)

(101)and U d =C 00) + U

The course of the steam velocity, calculated with this correlation, is com-

pared in Fig. 41 with the mean steam velocity with homogenous flux.
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Fig. 41: Comparison of the steam velocities calculated with and without
drift

In Figure 42 are shown the calculated courses of the wall temperature and

of the heat transfer coefficients. For the calculation of the Reynolds

number there was used in this case the steam velocity calculated with the

Groeneveld correlation. As shown by the comparison of the results, the

influence of the velocity calculated with slippage is not significant upon

the course of the wall temperature. Therefore, there was maintained the

assumption of homogeneity, as it was also recommended by many authors for

this sphere of the steam-droplets coolong.
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<0

u0~

Lu
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Fig. 42: Comparison of the wall temperatures and the heat transfer coefficients
calculated with and without slippage
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11.2 Heat tranfer between wall and droplets

For the determination of the heat transfer between the heated wall and the

individual droplets there was first taken the following assumption:

- The wall temperature lies above the Leyden frost temperature.

- The realtive velocity between droplets and wall can be disregarded.

*(The evaporation time of the droplets lies in the order of 10-6 to

- The heat transfer by radiation between wall and droplets can be dis-

regarded /66/.

Under these assumptions, for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient

-between wall and droplets there can be used either the correlation for vessel

film boiling (equations 60 and 63) or the correlation developed by Baumeister

(equation 75).

11.2.1 Determination of the surface inherent to the heat transfer between
* wall and d roplets

For the determination of the surface (area) inherent to the wall-droplets heat

transfer there has to be determined the size of the droplet and the number

of droplets involved in this process.

11.2.2 Determination of the dropl et diameter

The mean droplet diameter was determined in most of the treatises in this

sphere from their own experimental investigations /54, 66 and 68/. Since

these investigations were normally conducted with low pressure, the values

of the droplet diameter determined in these treatises are inadequate for

the application in the high pressure region of the steam-droplets cooling.

For the determination of the size of droplets in this pressure range, among

others, two frequently used empirical correlations were developed:

a) Cumo correlation /69/

6T= 123.1 - (1-pr )0.32 [rjf/(G~x)] 12
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wherein Pr = P/Pc wheei P =and PC 22.1 MPa critical pressure

b) Determination of the average-droplet diameter from the critical Weber

number

We kr 2konst, We =[pr * (Wd wf)2 6 T]1 a~

therefrom results for the critical droplet diameter

45T, kr = We kr o/[Pd(wd wf)2J (103)

The average droplet diameter can be then determined by means of various

9T= f6T r

statements.

(104)

This method for the determination of the droplet diameter

preclude the knowledge of the phase velocities and of the

the critical Weber number and is not used in this investig

the uncertainties for the determination of the phase veloc

11.1). The values of the droplet diameter, calculated wit

slippage according to the Groeneveld equation (equation 98

in Figure 43.
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Fig. 43: Comparison of the correlations for the calculation of the droplet

diameter
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The values of the droplet diameter, determined with the.4C~u-mo correlation

in the recalculation of the DNB3 and DNB9 tests, are shown in Fig. 43.

The average value of the droplet diameter of 6 v is, however, too low

in comparison with the experimentally deternined values of 100 to 200 v.

The correlation constant in the Cumo equation was therefore adapted to

the experimental values, so that the modified correlation reads:

6T= 3.0 - 103 [.~/G (1- r(105)

This correlation will be henceforth used for the calculation of the droplet

diameter in the steam-droplets cooling.

11.2.3 Determination of the number of droplets

For the determination of the number of droplets involved in the heat transfer

between wall and droplets it is precluded that with the droplets in question

it deals with the droplets present in the boundary layer.

The boundary layer thickness is calculated with the Prandtl equation /70/:

6GS z34.2 /(0.5. Re)0.8?s (106)

The number of droplets per volume unit of the coolant can be calculated as

follows:

NT = 6 * (1-tb) / [nt.63. (107)

Therefrom results the number of droplets in the boundary layer per surface

unit of the wall:

NT,w = T - GS(18

Forslund and Rohsenow /54/ determined the number of droplets per surface

unit of the wall from the equation:

NTwz K -NT 2 /3 (10OS)
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This equation was used for the calculation of the droplets mass flow

densi ty.

11.3 Heat transfer between steam and dtroplets

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients between steam and
droplets there are generally used the equations for the determination of
the heat transfer coefficients for flow-encircled sphere.

Forslund and Rohse now /54/ used the equation

NU = 2 + f [Re, Pr] (110)

with f(Re,Pr) = 0.55 * [((wd-Wf ). 6T/rld Pd) 1 O * Prd 1' 3  (111)

The values of the heat transfer coefficients, calculated with this equation,
are shown in Figure 44. The .veloci~tydAifference required for correlation
(111) was determined with the aid of the Groeneveld equation (equation 98)

for slippage. The pertinent values of the heat flux density, which were
calculated with a temperature difference between steam and water phase of
10 K, are shown in Figure 45 and they are compared with the wall-coolant

heat flux density determined from the test.

ONE 9 HTC1 AN~D 0 STEAFI--D RDOPLETS

rz1 ý'_IQ

in

< LL

TIME IS) HEIGHT 3927 CM TIME -(S) HEIGHT _2127 CNI
Fig. 411:HTG between steam and Fig. 45: Heat flux density of

droplets steam on droplets
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11.4 Calculation of the individual components of the heat flux dtensity
between wall and steam-droplets flow

The entire heat flux density between wall and coolant is according to the

equation (96):

qO = w'd*(- dl-Pf CT -T) +tw,T Ft.-(Tw-Tsa) (112) N

During the recalculation of the post-DNB tests with low mass flow rate, the
correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients with
forced steam convection were compared to each other and with the test
results /7/. From the comparison it results, that the best agreement
between the measured and the calculated processes of the wall temperature

could be obtained with the aid of the McEligot correlation.

The value of the correlation constant in this equation was determined through

the adpation to the test results. The modified McEligot equation reads:
T .

aCd 0.022 Re - Tr. .(d (1.3D' d 71ý9
w

and is used for the calculation of the convective heat transfer between

wall and steam.

For the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients between wall and
droplets are sued the baumeister and Berenson equations (equations 75 and

63). If one postu;ates a spherical shape of the droplets, the equation for

Ff reads:

F= NT n-6 2/4] .(114)

The heat per surface unit, which can be eliminated t 'hrough steam convection

(with the assumption, that the steam outside of the boundary layer is not

superheated) can be calculated with the following equation:

A 0 0..5st -
Q =0.022- :1 sat-r (ý )-T T )(w, d 0 d' d E--- s(T at ) 15
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with F f from equation (114).

The heat transfer between wall and droplets results from the following

equation:

QW,T Cr BAUM *(TW-T sat~ Ff (115)

or

The entire heat flux dens~ity is then calculated as follows:

qTT 2 w,d + w,T(17

The individual components, as they were determined during the recalculation of

the tests DNB1, DNB3 and DNB9, are shown in Fig. 46 and they are compared

with the heat flux density calculated from the test. From this comparison

it results, that the heat flux density calculated from this model is much

too low in comparison with the test. But since the steam convection pai-t

was already calculated with the entire temperature difference, the steam-

droplets share~to be necessarily too low.

The results in Chapter 11.3 showed, that the heat transfer between superheated

steam and the water droplets is very effective. Therefrom, henceforth one

starts with the consideration that all droplets present in the boundary

layer do immediately evaporate because of the therein reigning great

temperature difference. The droplets mass flow density can be defined in

the steam-droplets flow as follows:

GT =N T-1"P6 (fc -/S.f *pf (118)

With the aid of equation (109) there is effected the correlation of the

droplets mas s flow density per surface unit of the heated wall as follows:

G N23.[.36w,T NTZ [T~.6 Wf *Pf(19
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Another possibility for the determination of the droplets mass f-lix- density

results from the consideration for the calculation of the number of droplets

in the boundary layer according to equation (108). The mean mass flow density

can be calculated by using the mean droplets velocity in the boundary

layer as follows:

w,T T N GS *WfGS *n. 3/]-* (120)

The comparison with the droplets mass flow densities per cm2 of the wall,

calculated with the eqiations (119) and (120), is shown in Fig. 47.
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5.Q 04O
TIME S HEIGHT 227CM TIME Z HEIGHT 327CM1

Fig. 47: Comparison of the droplets mass flow densities

The heat per surface unit necessary for the evaporation of the droplets can

be calculated from the following equation:

Qw, T = Ah e * G T (121)

The entire heat flux density does then rsult from the sum of the two

components:

=TO ý w (1-F f + Qw
(122)
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In Figure 48 are shown the components of the heat flux density, calculated

with this model, and compared with the test results. As shwon by these

results, the agreement of the entire heat flux densities can be considered

good.

11.5 Formulation in agreement with the similarity theory of the new model

for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients with steam-

droplets cooling

The equation (97) can be expressed as follows:

=TO ý w,d -(1-Pf) *(TW-Td)+C w a Ff -(T ;T a (123)

Ad T 0.5
with aw~d =0.022 *A Re 0 .8 

*PrO.
4  d

0 d d ý

Hereafter it is postulated that also a wT can be expressed in a similar

manner:

a.02. Ad pO.4
T, d .R4 (124)

The Reynolds number is formed with the mass flow density of the droplets in

the steam-droplets flow.

Re7  [ND. w.*~S * DI/n, (12S

and with the exponent from the equation (119) there can be established the

following equation for awT:

,T T d.2 . (126)

The heat flux desnity share through the heat transfer between wall and
droplets per surface unit of the heated wall is then:

0 w,T Ow,T ' v (T sat)
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After the inserting of the equations (123) and (126) into the equation (122),

one obtaines the expression for the entire heat flux density.

-(0.022 -~Re
0 -8  Pr0 .4  T~ sa. 0

qTOT ~ ~ d d ýý ).(- T- a]

+[ Id 23 04 T st0.5
+(.022 D * Re2'T Pr 0 4  ,ý )*Ff,(wTsd

W (127)

with Re T from equation (125).

The equation (127) can be written as follows:

= 0.022 A d [Re--1 )+R23j ]Pr. Tst0.5

TWTsat)(128)

and for the entire heat transfer coefficient results:

(ITOT = 0.022- Ld [[e3-1F j[e/CfjPr4.Tst0.5

In order to eliminate the difficulties that result in the practical applica-

tion of this correlation for the determination of the surface distri~bution
for the steam and droplets components (droplets diameter, number of droplets,
and shape of droplets), it was attempted to determine the abovementioned

distribution with the aid of the steam content. The ratio between the

variables F f and x was taken into consideration through the introduction of

a corrective factor, which was defined as the proportion of volume and mass

steam content. The exponent of this corrective factor was determined

through the adaption to the test values.

K A )0-21(10

The correlation for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients in

the steam-droplets cooling phase can then be written as follows:

aTT 0.022 [ (Re0-8-x)+(Re2/3.(1-X)]1.

* ~ŽO.1 Pr 0 4' sat. (131)X d T
W
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The physical characteristics in this equation were generally calculated

with the mean temperature between wall and coolant. The physical charac-

teristics of the Reynolds number are relative to the saturation temperature.

This equation for the calculation of the heat transfer coefficients was

used for the recalculation of the tests DNB1, DNB3, DNB9, and PONBil in

the phase after the exceeding of the critical heat flux (KHB). The

results of these computer runs are shown in the Figures 49 to 52 and the

calculated time behaviors of the wall temperature, of the heat transfer

coefficients, and of the heat flux are compared with the test results.

From this comparison it results, that the agreement between the calculated

and the test results in the sphere of the test parameters can be described

as very good. The comparison of the calculated time behaviors of the

wall temperature and of the heat transfer coefficients, calculated with

the aid of the new correlation and other equilibrium correlations, is shown

in Attachment 11 and compared with the test result.
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12. CONCLUSIONS

The 25-rod bundle tests, conducted within the-framework-of--the--research project

RS 37C, furnished a valuable experimental data-base for the verification of

the compiled models and correlations for the calculation of the critical heat

flux and of the heat transfer coefficients in the steam-droplets cooling

regime.

The verification of the various correlations for the calculation of the maximum

critical heat flux illustrated the limitation of the spheres of application
of the individual correlations and showed, that none of the equations used in
the wide sphere 'of the important thermal and fluid dynamic test parameters

can be recommended fo r an accurate prediction of the DNB moment and point.

A similar result was shown in the verification of the correlations for the

calculation of the heat tra-sfer-coefficients after the exceeding of the
maximum critical heat flux. Even the use of new models, which took into con-

sideration the thermodynamic non-equilibrium between the steam and water

phases, did not lead to the expected approximation of the calculated an~d
measured time behaviors of the wall temperatures. It was further established,

that the herein verified correlations for the calculation of the minimum

temperature dofference between wall and coolant, and of the minimum critical

heat flux for the conditions with rewetting in the high pressure phase of

a pressure drop process cannot be used for a prediction of the rewetting

phenomenon at least in the sphere of the parameter combinations, cropped

up in the 25-rod bundle tests.

The application of the "two components correlation," developed for the cal-

culation of the heat transfer coefficients in the steam-droplets cooling

regime, led to a very good agreement between the test and calculated results

during the recalculation of the representative DNB and post-DNB tests.
(Test parameter range: pressure 3 to 12 MPa, steam content 0.3 to 1 and
mass flow rate 300 to 1400 kg/in2 sec).

To prove the general validity of this correlation there is necessary the

examination with the aid of further experimental investigations, which is

planned within the framework of the evaluation of various experiments.
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ATTACHMENT 1

Compilation of the important parameters at DNB moment (extract)
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150S 2.59
151.5 2.5A9
Iscs 2.59
15c5 3.18
15c5 3.li3
15c5 3.18
15.6b 2.5:!
151'6 2.51.1
ISC6 2.5'!
IMC 2.59
15f6 2.59
15C6 2.59
1506 3.10
151.6 3.18
1546 3.18
15-.7 2.5.i
15!..? 2.5.)
15t*7 2.5,j
15 G7 2.59
1507 1.59
W5( i.53)
15C7 3.18
154.7 3.113
15C7 3.18
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1509 2.5.i
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15C.9 2.59
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1510 2.59
1513 3.10
1513 3.18
1510 3.18
1513 2.50
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15 13 Z.597
1513 2.59
1514 2.5i
1514 2.50
1514 2.59
15 1§ 2.59
15-14 2.59
1514 3.18
1514 3.18
1514 3.18
1515 5
1!15 :5
1515 2.59
1515 2.59
1515 3.18
1515 3.18

11-3 .1
1516 2.59
151if 3.18
15 16 3.18a

84 3.5 1603.
02 0.5 134'.
83 0.~5 136.

3z .5 1Z..
03 0.5 12j..
04 a.1. 122.
04 1 ., 136.
02 1.0^ 134.0
0V 1.0 13:..
03 1.: 139.
94 -3.5 142z.
02 0.5 137.
03 ).5 122.
C4 o'.5 124.
82 0.5 121.
82 0.W 168.
03 3.5 164t.
04I 0.5 173.
84 J.5 17'.
02 j.! 167.
P3 0.5 169.
04 0.5 149.
03 0.5 15;;.
92 J.5 152.
04 0.5 169.
03 0.3 lol.
82 3.c lbs.
U2 0.5 163).
53 32.5 162.
84 3.5s 166.
92 0.5 144.
03 .3.5 146.
04 .i.5 14n~.
04 0.5 166.
83 .).a 166.
02 0.5 147.
CV 3.5 11411.
04 3.5 1,49.
04 U.5 169.
03 .3.5 162.
02 0.5 16',.
e3 L5 79.
C4 1.5 121.
03 0.5 16-3.
02 1 .0 MIg.
83 1 . . 13'j.
8' 1.0 133.
e2 .1.5 14-,.
03 13.5 141.
04 03.5 1141.
04 I .t 133.
03 1.5 12Z .
02 1.3 128.
84 1 .4) 13,2.
02 1 .31 114.
CV 1.2 114.
-04 0 --114.

e - ., 17,~
r.3 *3.5 154.
04. 0.5 154.

144.
136.
L36.
120.
123.
L22 .
136.
13q.
13.1.
139.
142.
137.
122.
124.

142.
14d.
1#46.
144.
143.
123.
126.
126.
153.
1403.
148.
140.
141.
144.
125.
125.
125.
016 .

145.
125.
125.
L26.

144.
141.
14Z.
121.
140.
131.
131.
133.
125.
125.

133.-

IN0.
13:

114.

148.
126.
120.

( OAR)I

107.

W13.
N~2.

t.'3.
1,;3.

118.
112.

115.
1-.9.

115.

117.

115.
116.
112.

112.
112.
I12.
114.
110.

115.
119.
114.

112.
115.
119.

111.

114.
11:.
112.
116.

11G.

116.
114.

10pNe Cape
CKE151

0.163771 7.e124Co
0.163771 7.F124i.3
03.163771 7.8124CO
0.117633 10.41.34C0

13.117633 W1L.63420

0.t?1152 8 .271670
0.131152 8.271670

0.131152 8.271670
0.131152 8 .2716 7'2
0.131152 8.271670
0.11.3813 WU.436CO
0.1'.3613 10 .4346r00
0.1-.3813 1*.43146 0
Q&.9.4169 8 .7252*.,
0 .-94189 8 .728200
C..'14189 8s.7'i2-2.:0
C.':94189 13.72112';3
0..294100 8.1282:0
O.0.S4189 8.7282:
0.IIP.855 12 .6262CO
0.128B855 12.t62623
0.109855 12.f25200
0.124239 8.21934"50
a.121Z89 8.3932!0
0.12i289 8.j932!0
0.1242a9 8.3393250
0.124#289 8.393210
0.124289 8.393250
0.13ES72 8 .91990
3.138072 B.SC3910
0.132872 8.9.'3990
0.162266 7.3269CO
0.162266 7.3269r0
-3.14C996 9.Z62120
0.14.'996 9.C62130
-3 I4C996 9 t.62120
0.18C299 6.444310
0.18C299 &.444350
0 IBCZ') 6.444350
0. 118 -2 2)9 6.444350

11.144118 6.!43820
0.044118 6.!43820
0.144118 6.1%3P-10
0.144118 6..43820)
*3.118276 7L.L4580
0.119276 7.C:45eO
0.11827-6 7 .CI34580
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ATTACHMENT 2

Compilation of the important parameters at RNB moment (extract)
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15e7 3. L6 C4
15C7 !.6b C3
15C7 3 . G 04
1507 3.613 02
15C7 3.77 C3
1507 3.77 04

M5i7 3.77 F13
1509 2 .0 0,j 4
1509 2.5.) C4
1519 Z.b' C3
159 2. 5:. r2
15C9 2.59 C3
1509 2.5n) 0I
15 ;9 .1.59 P3
1509 2.59 P4

15.9 3. Il 02
1M9 3.1A 03
1ISO 3 .. IL 0

1509 3.27 02
15L9 3.27 F.3
1509 3.:7 E4
ISLO 3.6a C'.
15.19 3.Cm C4
1509 3 .6e 03
1509 3.68 a 2
1509 3.77 C3
111V 3.77d F3
150'? 3.77 e4
1510 2.59 C3
1510 2.59 P4
Isla 2.50 e3
I1!10 3.11: C4.
1510 3.1 Il e02
151.3 3.1if! 03
1510 3.10 0*
1510 3.27 C3
1!510 3.27 P3
151-3 3.27 02
1513 3.Z7 84
15 IJ 3.77 C3
1513 3.77 e4

1513 3.77 02
1510 3.77 03
1s515 3.68 C4.
1515 3.613 82
1515 3.bfi C3

1515 3.77 02
1!515 3.77 V03
1515 3.77 1 4

S.
4.5
4.5
5.5

6 .-j

2.5

3.:

6-

6.5
6. :
6.f
6.5

7.5
7.'
7.:

C.5
3.5
4 .:ý

3.C

5.:

ft .1)
3.5~
3.5
3.5
3.5

6.5
4..,
4.0.

3.5
4.j
6 .41

5.5
5.3
7. 1
7.;

64.
54.

56.
45.
4!.

Lis.

9A..
al..
94.

021.
7: .
67.
7'.*
74.

65..
60.

51.
61.
56.
74.
6L.
67.
93p.

913.
9s.

a7.
9'.
72.
67.
62.
'35.
63.
721.
67.-

6'..
67.
64.

46.
46.
46.
44.
42.
45.
45.

115.

12j .
be.
944.
a1.
71.
66.
64 .
61.
65.
5L.
54.
51.
52.
69.
68.
69.
06.-
58.
41.
6.3.

84.
87.
9..
85.
C2.
82.
1:5.
03.
64.
67.
G8.
V7.
6j.
59.
62.
59.
61.
ezl.
58.

f6. 17'.
66. 170.: 41r~. 200.
e6j. 16C. 4!C:. 290.

f:2. 17-.*
62. 17C: 45C. M0.
62. 17'.. 45,:. 280.

SIC. 2V
fl. 21:. 'a. 0.
73. 24".. 530. 250.
59. 13.. 144C4 310.
62. 28
f6. 27~. C. 20
64. 28.. 56t0C. 2P,).
e1. 29.. 57C. 280.
03. 14 1.
1:5. 230. I510.. 2bo.
621. 23: S1C. 28u).
62. 240. 52C. 280.
59. 2: 52...0

t6. 23.. 500. 270.
!6. Z3;. 51C:. .170.
72. 16:73. 16.. 'o. 5.
72. 16c. 4!C. 250.
71. 16z:. #!':. 290.
6b. 17..
66. 18.-.. 4&C. 200).
66. 17.1. 45C. 200.
74. 27.
10. 26'o 55C. 210.
75; 27,.. 560 290.
69. &2:.

71. 21L. 500C. 250).
71. ZI . 510:*. 25o.

61. 210:.
99. 23.. SIC:. 2120.
65. 24 :. 53C. 250.
61. 22. . Sec. 20.
67. 16..:
7.2. 16'. 4 ! C. 2-9.
72. 16'. 45C. 2CM.
69. t6,:. 4!1.. 290.

ift. L8 Z 45C. Z70.
5e. 19C. 460. 2170.
!*1 l 40.~ 46z. t0
54. 10.. 460. .70.
!4 . 19:. . 46C. 270.
1.5. Lac.. 45C. Z70.

(7.33q910 3O;C7 o'
0.33511`2 2.99q971C
0.339192 3.919770
L..339192 3 099771 i
0.339192 3.q94017I
0ý.33 c192 3.9997747
0.339192 30'991V'
C.243641.4bl'i
0.Z24,691, 4.63R25'
C.24!601 4.63!29:.
C.124691 4.53!2e'
0.24?691 4.631;2!f
0-243691 4.63i"25'
0.243691 4 .6 3; 15

o.2P4R25 '.Z94ffC

0 .F91125 4.2946!f
0'.UA582 4.2044!tC
0.2!q82! 4 .204'e'J

0ý.2eO!825 4 .214 I i0
0.2e;RZ5 4.294560
.7.204934 6 .:2n 9-of
CC.29993! 6 02", 7r
C.2q193! 6.22091C
0i.290935 6 .120801'
-1.2?1931 b.i:7091:
0.29~q35 6 .0299le'
o.29;0315 6.C2cc1C

%.;55 !.136q5o

O.2P!5Fe. 5 .1359xf:
:....891A 6 .54377 V
ý.2.67914 6.543771:
0).267914 6.`54171C
0.267914 6.5*37tf
0.267914 6.54!770.
CG.26191t 6.54377'
0.267914 6 .143 710
0.267`114 6.14377C
0.2!12".5 7.75I
0l.26227! 7 .97RCE60
C.262275) 7.07!C!i!
I.'6227F 7.97Vq C V

v .3 It I-IJ4 .28!74 !
0.3410e4k 4 e!74!f:
C.349354 4."7''0"
u.3'50!4 4.8!7'5'
(..3496,4 4.SP74!f
0 .3 4 1)F4 4 .8F74!#1
0.34.C084 4.11874!C

*N,
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.R. ?COiIE STAU
01.

M5U 2.59 03
15CS 2.5'; 04
is CS 2.517 02
15CS 2.59 p 3
ISO5 3.1.1 C4
15cs 3.1L e 82
1505 3 .IH. C3
1503 3.11- 04
15.5 3.27 C3
1505 3.27 C2
isCS 3.Z.7 a I
151.5 3.Z7 83
15015 3.68 C4
151. 3.60 IPZ
15 0 3.L0 C3
1505 3.633 04
15 1:5 3.77 C 3
1505 3.77 P.3
1005 3.77 02?
1515 3.77 E-4
1506 2.5.) C'.
1506 2.51 C4
15C6 2.53 r2
15C6 2 .5: 03
1506 2 .Sr9 C3
1506 2.59 83
1506 2.39 04
1506 2.59 CZ
1506 3.18 C.4
15S6 3.1 C3
15C6 3.10 04
15C6 3.16 02
1506 3.27 C3
ISO6 3.27 03
1IS. 3.27 02
1506 3.17 P4
15F.6 3.68 C'v
15C6 3.65 C3
15C6 3 .61J 0'
15cb 3 rift F2
1506 3.77 03
15C6 3.77 03
lI'S 6 3.77 04t
1507 2-C-5 Cq
1507V 2 .5 -1 r2
.1507 2.50 V03

1507 2.5 04#
15027 2.59 C3
15 07 2.59 04
IS'.? 2.59 C2
1307 2.59 P 3
195:7 3.1.1- C4.
1507 3 .12! C4
1!;;7 34.1 C3
1SC7 3.1-1 a.,
1!5;7 3.27 C3
1!1)7 3.27 !'
1507 3.217 02
15"? 3.Z7 F3

111.U1 I (1 Ul .C L
(S) ill/c".C.10

f 'III
(CAR I ( X

T1I-Nh 72.ASSER XPI.0
(W) M'

(CC/i)

3 .7

3.5

3.5
3.5
15.

3.5
2 . ;
6.0

3.5
4..

.20

3.5
6.1

2.5
'S.!

6.0
6..J
6.5

6.0
63.3

0.3
7.5

4 .,J
4 .. )
4.4

4 .5
5.0
5 .f5
4.5
5.5
4.
S .5

9.5
a.5
7.::

7.5
7.5
7.5

.9.5

9.

71.2.
166.

U72.

97.
023.

a.36
6,t..

79 .
73.

75.

79.
6.1.
65.

63.

121.
122.

96.
364.

179.
7-j.
69..
66.
7j.
75.
7*.
62.
64.
5'..
63.
62.

35.
574.
6 .0.

idB.
I06.

on.
07.
Ea.
7j.
0l.
72.
6?.
74.
al.
79.
e-3.
67.
69.
7^-.
68.

112.
123.

69.
77.
71.
79.
67.
64.
66.
66.

6o3.
67.
57.
66.
67.

61.
59.
64.

ki.
69.
44.
46.
54.

51d.
'7.
'.6.

44.
13.

7'.. 26.. 5C 2O74. 27C. 5~. 23
91. 19.. 49C. 31.'0 .
If4. 27.. 56C. 250 .
t9. 221:.
7?. zz * i. 29-1.
69. 22. 51.. ISO.
71. z21. SCC. 290.
t4. 4"3.. 3*5. 25..5, 28J
63. 23.. SIC. 280.
62. 23':. SIC. 260.
74 . 16%.

7 2. 12.. 420,. 3.C0.

ez. 162L. 42C:. - 29.

019 . 16.:. 4Z ZO
71. 16 . 4!t. 2130.
6A. 16.. 45Z. 29o.3

e9~. 25:I. i. 20

S4. 17. 4F0. 310.
74. 254. 54Z. 290.

e. 2:. S7C. 280.
!9. 29.. 57'.. zeo.
U2. 27.. 55C. 280.
62. 241Z
V . 23.: 51C. 280.
6:1 23C. 51C. 20o.
62. 2331. SIC. 280.
t5. -4..
53. ;3:. SCC. 270.
56. 241. 51C. Z'70.
58. 22C. SCC. 280.
7.,. 16 :.
7%~ 16!- 45C. 250.
7-C. 16C. 4!C. 290.
7:4 . 18:. 47C.. 290.
64. 17:.

112. 18C. -6C. Z-00.
113. 17 Z'. 4!C. 280.
04., 27:.
t6. 24C. SFC. 2M.
6'.. 27*.. 55C. 2N0.
ti. !a.. SEC. NO0.
52. '6-:

iZ.. 26C. 53C. 270.
!6. 261'. 53C. 270.

!4. 27.. 54C:. 270.

56. 23.. 300. 270.
56. Z2k. 49c. 220.

53. 21.. 4 e C. 2 V.)
!5. Z4.:. 510. 270.
44. 22:. 46*.. 260.

C, .2&*66*9 6 .1P7F!!
L. .22'69q 6 .)P7P4-

v .226655 6 .?87P85
0.2286q9 6.46P770
0.262861 6 .46'P77C
-.242861 6IA'fi'771 C

02442861 6.46'71'
.242P161 6.46671C

0.242861 6 .46:77l
".242861 6 .406??.)'

4.373R14 5.39?110
0 .37Z2814 5.302132P
0.373814 5Sjq5I2'
C.372814 i.3q912'
0.3718114 .3.2814,P
0.373M14 1.39PI20
0.37?914 it.198l2':
2.3 7 ?114 5 .3v'9F12F
0.2!t465 4.Ve7e7c
C.236461! 4 .3P.7eop
C.23*465 '.3q727P
0.23646'S Sq37P V!
C .27"465 4.Se 7P
C..236465 4 .187F 7C
0.226465 4.RP7P7'*
C.2?1465 i .197Pl.7'
0.301111 4 .312re:!

0.3f.101 1 4.312C6!:

w .3010311 4.312CIC
0.3l01012 4.31206':
0 .301011I 4.112idt0
Z.ZOA8S1 6 .4 130!
0.2q6851 6.41';CZC
( Zieed4t 6 .4 1@CV
0.206831 6.41IC2':
0.296951 6 .4 I"O't I
.2:2685 1 6 .401902e

C.29C8S51 6.419CIC
C.2613Ce 3 .21111117
.2.2613"8 3.24312'
O.2613CS 3.24!11:
O.V2 13195 .4
U.Z-6130f- .422
0'.ZA13'ýi 3.24212'
0 .2 13 ̂ ! 3 .24312':
0.2e13Z8 3.243121
C.3224341 o.ý!Ce;'
C .32434.3 3.P~2
0.324343 3-1Ffe2p
0.3243'63 3:6
C.324343 3.':Feti
-.'2434' 3 f:A'I- z r

n.374,343 ?3O"1Z
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ATTACHMENT 3

Comparison of the correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer

coefficients with forced convection
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FORCED CONVECTION - STEAM1
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FOR~CED CON~VECT ION - STEEN1i
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ATTACHMENT 4

Comparison of the correlations for the calculation of the heat transfer

coefficients and of the temperature difference in nucleate boiling
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ATTACHMENT 5

Comparison of the correlations for the calculation of the maximum critical
heat flux
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ATTACHMENT 
6

Comparison 
of the correlations 

for the calculation 
of the heat transfer

coefficients 
in the steam-droplets 

cooling 
regime

a
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ATTACHMENT 7

Test parameters and results from the recalculation -Test DNBI
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Test parameters and local values of the mass flow and steam content
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Comparison of the equilibrium correlations
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Comparison of the non-equilibrium. correlations
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ATTACHMENT 8

Test parameters and results from the recalculation -Test DNB3-
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Test parameters and local values of the mass flow and steam content
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Co-mparison of the equilibrium corrclations
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Comparison of the non-equilibrium correlations
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ATTACHMENT 9

Test parameters and results from the recalculati~on - test DNB9-
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Test parameters ana local values oi- tne mass flow and steam content
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Comparison of the equilibrium correlations
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Comparison of the non-equilibrium correlations
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ATTACHMENT 10

Test parameters and results from the recalculation -Test PDNB11-
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Test parameters and local values of the mass flow and steam content
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Comparison of the equilibrium correlaticns
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ATTACHMENT 11

Comparison of the new correlations with the equili~brium correlations and

with the measured values
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Test DNB3
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Test PDNBll
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